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Chronic! pain! {CP}! is! a! major! health! problem! that! affects! about! 20%! of! adults!
worldwide.! Unlike! acute,! physiological! pain,!which! resolves! promptly! once! the!
painful!stimulus!is!removed,!CP!can!last!for!months,!years!or!even!a!lifetime.!CP,!
which! includes! inflammatory!pain! {IP}! that! is!associated!with!both!tissue! injury!
and!the!accompanying!inflammation!and!peripheral!neuropathic!pain!{NP}!that!is!
a! direct! consequence! of! a! lesion! or! disease! affecting! the! peripheral! nervous!
system!{PNS},!often! is!a!constant!burden,!degrades!peoples’!quality!of! life,!and!
costs! billions! of! pounds.! Patients! with! CP! usually! complain! of! either:! a)!
continuous! or! intermittent! spontaneous,! un[provoked! pain;! or! b)!
hypersensitivity,! due! to! either! increased! pain! from! a! stimulus! that! normally!
provokes! pain! or! pain! due! to! a! stimulus! that! does! not! normally! provoke! pain.!
Successful! therapy! for! CP,! particularly! NP,! remains! a! challenge! because! the!




CP! is! believed! to! be! due,! at! least! partly,! to! increased! excitability! of! normally!
quiescent!dorsal!root!ganglion!{DRG}!neurons,!which!convey!sensory!information!
from! the! periphery! to! the! central! nervous! system! {CNS}.! However,! the!
underlying! ionic! and! molecular! mechanisms! of! this! neuronal! hyperexcitability!
and! spontaneous!activity! {SA}! are!poorly! understood.! The! aim!of! this! research!
project! was! to! examine! the! hypothesis! that! during! peripheral! CP! states,!
hyperexcitability! in! DRG! neurons! could! be! due! to! increased! expression! of!
hyperpolarisation[activated! cyclic! nucleotide[gated! {HCN}! channels,! possibly! in!
combination!with!a! change! in! their!activation!properties.!This! is!because! these!
channels,! which! are! composed! of! 4! subunits! {HCN154},! produce! an! excitatory!
inward! current,! termed! the!hyperpolarisation[activated! {Ih}! current! in!neurons,!
that! depolarizes! the! membrane! potential! toward! the! threshold! of! action!
potential!{AP}!generation.!To!test!this!hypothesis,!several!integrated!approaches,!
Pg.12!
including! behavioural! pharmacology,! in# vivo! electrophysiology,! and!
immunofluorescent! staining,! were! used! in! two! rat! models! of! CP! that! were!
compared! to! appropriate! controls.! The! rat! models! of! CP! were:! a)! chronic!
inflammatory! pain! {CIP}! model,! which! involved! induction! of! hindlimb!
inflammation!with!complete!Freund’s!adjuvant!{CFA};!and!b)!chronic!neuropathic!
pain! {CNP}! model! that! involved! L5! spinal! nerve! {SN}! axotomy,! in! addition! to!
loose! ligation! of! the! L4! SN! with! neuro[inflammation! inducing! chromic! gut,!
referred! to! as! modified! SN! Axotomy! {mSNA}.! The! objectives! of! the! current!
project!were!to:!!
(i) evaluate,! using! behavioural! pharmacology,! the! influence! of!
modulating!the!HCN!channels!with!the!Ih[specific!blocker,!ZD7288,!
on!pain!hypersensitivity!in!both!CIP!and!CNP.!!!




(iii) determine,! using! immunofluoresence,! the! types! of! DRG! neuron!
that! express! HCN1[HCN3! subunits! in! normal! rats! and! whether!
expression!of!these!subunits!is!altered!in!both!CIP!and!CNP.!
The!results!showed:!!
1. In! both! CIP! and! CNP,! peripheral! administration! of! ZD7288! resulted! in!































































































The! nervous! system! is! a! specialised! biological! system! that! is! essential! for!
protecting!the!body!from!noxious,!or!harmful,!stimuli.!Acute,!short[lasting!pain!is!
essential!to!avoid!injury,!but!persistent,!chronic!pain!{CP}!can!be!debilitating!and!
life[ruining.!Neuronal! circuitry! is! extremely! sensitive! to! changes! and!CP! causes!
maladaptive! changes,! or! plasticity,! to! this! circuitry,! partly! by! changing! the!
expression!of!ion!channel!subunits!that!are!embedded!in!the!plasma!membrane!
of! highly! specialised! neurons.! In! peripheral! CP,! dorsal! root! ganglion! {DRG}!
neurons!undergo!changes!that!alter!their! innate!excitability,!although!there!are!
many! ion! channels! that! could! be! implicated! in! this! hyperexcitability.! Despite!
efforts! to! characterise! a! vast! number! of! ion! channel! subunits,! the! role! of! the!
hyperpolarisation[activated,!cyclic!nucleotide[gated!ion!{HCN}!channel!subunits,!
of! which! there! are! four! {HCN154}! that! form! homo[! or! hetero[tetramers! to!
mediate!the!hyperpolarisation[activated!current!{Ih},!are!not!clear.!Therefore,! it!










The! human! body! contains! a! series! of! highly! specialised! and! interconnected!
biological! systems! that! respond! rapidly! to! noxious,! or! harmful,! stimuli,! and!
protects!the!body!before!long[lasting!tissue!damage!occurs.!By!utilising!a!highly!
complex,!sensory!system,!information!from!the!periphery!about!a!wide!variety!of!




According! to! the! International! Association! for! the! Study! of! Pain,! pain! is! an!
unpleasant!sensory!and!emotional!experience!associated!with!actual!or!potential!
tissue!damage,!or!described!in!terms!of!such!damage!(Loeser).!The!ability!to!feel!
pain! relies! on! a! neuronal! network! with! two! parts:! 1)! the! peripheral! nervous!
system! {PNS},! which! embodies! all! of! the! nerves! outside! the! brain! and! spinal!






action! potential! {AP},! which! is! a! depolarisation! of! the! neuron’s! electrical!
membrane! potential! {Em},! that! is! caused! by! a! stimulus! and! is! the! code! for!
neuronal!communication.!Ions,!which!are!particles!that!have!a!net!charge!such!as!
sodium! {Na+},! potassium! {K+},! and! Calcium! {Ca2+}! (Faraday,! 1834),! utilise! ionic!
concentrations!that!cause!an!electrical!gradient!across!the!neuron’s!membrane!
to!alter!the!neuron’s!Em!(Nernst,!1888).!Neurons!rely!on!ion!channels,!which!are!
pores! in! the!membranes!of!neurons,! to!adjust! the!concentration!of! ions! inside!
the!neuron!and!this!affects!the!generation!of!APs.!Both!the!type!and!intensity!of!
a!stimulus!determines!the!firing!frequency!of!the!neuron!(Adrian!and!Zotterman,!
1926)! and! this! is! relayed! along! the! PNS! to! the! CNS.! Neuronal! communication!
relies!upon!synapses,!which!are!specialised!structures!that!allow!the!passing!of!
either! electrical! or! chemical! signals! from! the! neuron! to! other! types! of! cells.!
Ultimately,!APs!from!the!periphery!reach!the!brain,!which!perceives!pain!(Woolf!









with! hereditary! disorders,! such! as! deficiencies! of! the! nerve! growth! factor!











of! CP! that! is! difficult! to! treat! is!neuropathic!pain! {NP},! with! patients! that! are!
typically!middle!aged! (Gagliese!and!Melzack,!1997)!and! female! (Berkley,!1997).!
However,!current!pharmaceutical!treatment!is! largely!un[successful,!chiefly!due!





Despite! the! substantial! progress! that! has! been! made! over! the! last! decade! to!
understand! pathophysiological! pain! states,! the! current! pharmacological!
treatment!for!CP!is,!at!best,!effective!in!50%!of!cases!(Arnér!and!Meyerson,!1988;!
Dworkin!et#al.,!2003;!Rice!and!Hill,!2006;!Dworkin!et#al.,!2007).!Partly!due!to!in[




The! main! problems! with! current! treatment! regimes! are! the! side! effects! as! a!
result!of!secondary!pharmacology,!primarily!in!the!CNS.!Gabapentin,!one!of!the!




dose! intra[venous! opioids,! but! these! compounds! have! a! narrow! therapeutic!
index,!making! them!difficult! to! use! effectively.! Selective! and! potent! analgesics!






neurons! that! are! normally! quiescent! in! the! absence! of! a! stimulus.! This! AP! is!
normally! conveyed! to! the! brain! along! extremely! complex! ‘pain! pathways’! that!
consist! of! billions! of! neurons,!with! ~20! billion! neurons! in! the! neocortex! alone!
(Pakkenberg! et# al.,! 2003).! There! are! numerous! ‘pain! pathways’! in! the!
mammalian!nervous!system,!which!are!highly!conserved!across!different!species!
of! mammals! (Pennacchio! et# al.,! 2006;! Walters,! 2007).! However,! inter[species!
differences!have!not!been!thoroughly!investigated,!primarily!due!to!the!difficulty!
in!carrying!out!human!studies.! In!general,!nociceptive! information! is!carried!by!
several! major! ascending! pathways,! one! of! the! most! prominent! is! the!
spinothalamic! tract! {STT}! [Fig.1.1],!which!was! recognised! in! primates! (Willis!et#




Figure! 1.1:! Mammalian! Sensory! Pathways,! including! the! Nociceptive!
Spinothalamic! Tract.! Adapted! from! (Hunt! and! Mantyh,! 2001;! Lima,! 2007;!
Costigan! et# al.,! 2009),! this! schematic! shows! the! principal! neuronal! circuitry! in!
two!nociceptive!pathways:!1)!the!spinoparabrachial!pathway,!in!dark!brown;!and!
2)!the!STT!tract,!which!conveys!information!regarding!pain!and!temperature,! in!
blue.!Ascending! sensory!pathways! typically! consist! of! three!orders! of! neurons:!
the! 1st! order! neurons! are! primary! afferent,! or! DRG,! neurons,! which! link! the!





The! STT! begins! in! the! periphery! in! neurons! that! respond! to! noxious! heat! and!
mechanical!stimuli!and!these!neurons!terminate!in!the!dorsal!horn!of!the!spinal!
cord! onto,! amongst! others,! both! nociceptive! and! multi[receptive,! or! wide[
dynamic! range,! neurons! (Le! Bars! and! Cadden,! 2007).! The! dorsal! horn! in! the!
spinal! cord! consists! of! different! laminae,! or! layers,! that! contain! synapses! of!
specialised! populations! of! neurons! (Rexed,! 1952),! thought! to! be! arranged!
primarily! based! on! either! the! type! of! neuron! or! the! amount! of! myelination!
(Millan,! 1999).! Along! the! STT,! lamina! I! and! the! outer! layer! of! lamina! II! of! the!
spinal! dorsal! horn! contain! neuronal! synapses! and! these! relay! sensory!




which! are! densely! populated! in! the! superficial! dorsal! horn! (Cook!et# al.,! 1987).!
These!neurons!connect!sensory!neurons!from!the!periphery!to!many!other!types!
of! neurons,! including! motor! neurons,! to! cause! quick! responses,! in! the! spinal!
cord,!before!the!brain!receives!the!sensory!information!(Basbaum!et#al.,!2009).!!
!
Modern! theories! have! advanced! substantially! from! the! gate! control! theory,!
which!states!that!pain!mechanisms!are!mediated!by!neuronal!interactions!in!the!
dorsal!horn!with!inhibitory!interneurons!having!an!important!role!(Melzack!and!














of!DRG!neurons,! that! are! located!outside! the!blood[brain!barrier! (Drake!et#al.,!
2009).! Anatomically,! the! archetypal! neuron! consists! of! three! distinct!
components:! 1)! dendrite,! the! recipient! branch;! 2)! axon,! the! biochemically!
distinct! transmission!branch;! and!3)! cell! body,! the!predominant! site!of! protein!
synthesis! that! is! responsible! for! the! distribution! of! proteins,! primarily! ion!
channels! (Basbaum! et# al.,! 2009).! However,! DRG! neurons! differ,! as! they! are!
pseudounipolar,! meaning! that! the! short! axon! divides! into! two! branches:! 1)! a!
peripherally[terminating! branch,! which! forms! the! dendrite! and! extends! to! the!
periphery;! and! 2)! a! centrally[terminating! branch,! which! forms! the! axon! and!
terminates!in!the!dorsal!horn!(Lodish!et#al.,!2000;!Basbaum!et#al.,!2009).!!
!
DRG!neurons! respond! to!a!variety!of! stimuli!and!are!normally!quiescent! in! the!
absence! of! the! stimulus.!When! stimuli! are! present,! APs! are! generated! in! DRG!
neurons! and! the! first! signal! processing! occurs! in! the! dorsal! horn! of! the! spinal!





Using! cell! body! size,!which! is! correlated! to! axonal! fibre! thickness! (Lawson! and!
Waddell,!1991),!DRG!neurons!can!be!divided!into:!large,!medium!and!small.!The!
amount! of!myelination! around! each! neuronal! fibre! determines! the! conduction!
velocity! {CV},!which! is! the!distance!travelled! in!metres! {m}!divided!by!the!time!
taken! in! seconds! {s}! and! reflects! the! time! it! takes! an! AP! to! travel! along! the!
neuron.!CVs!are!dependent!on!multiple!factors:!species,!age,!size,!and!neuronal!





Depending! on! the! physiological! type,! DRG! neurons,! which! are! myelinated!
accordingly!by!glial!cells!in!the!PNS!termed!Schwann!cells,!consist!of!four!types!of!







neurons! utilise! neuropeptides,! such! as! substance! P! {SubP}! or! calcitonin[gene!
related!peptide!{CGRP}.!These!neuropeptides!cause!increased!excitation!(Woolf!
and! Wiesenfeld[Hallin,! 1986)! and! vasodilatation! (Knibestöl,! 1973),! which!
promotes!the!recruitment!of!inflammatory!mediators!to!the!site!of!injury.!!
 
! Large! Medium! Small!
Fibre#Type# Aα/β! Aδ! C!
Cell#Diameter#(Rat)#(μm)# >!40! 30!–!40! <!30!
Conduction#Velocity#(Rat)#



























Table! 1.1:! Characteristics! of! DRG!Neurons.!A! table! showing! an! assortment! of!






Furthermore,! both! within! and! superseding! the! categories! according! to!
myelination! and! the! presence! or! absence! of! neuropeptides,! there! is! a!
functionally! important! type! of! neuron! known! as! a! nociceptor.! Charles!
Sherrington! defined! nociceptors! as! a! specialised! class! of! DRG! neurons! that!






The!majority! of! small! sized,! C[fibre,! and!medium! sized,! Aδ[fibre,! DRG! neurons!
are!nociceptors!(Meyer!et#al.,!2005),!with!45%!responding!to!noxious!heat!(Julius!
and! Basbaum,! 2001).! Furthermore,! ∼20%! of! large! neurons! are! nociceptors!
(Djouhri!and!Lawson,!2004).!There!are!a!number!of!different!types!of!nociceptor!
that! develop! specifically! because! of! the! concentrations! of! highly! specific!








Strong!mechanical! stimulation,! such!as!pinch,!a!pin[prick,!or!a!cut,!activate! the!
high[threshold!mechanoreceptors! (Delmas!et#al.,!2011),!which!make!up!32%!of!
all! DRG! neurons! with! 12%! being! A[fibres! and! 20%! being! C[fibres! (Lewin! and!




Furthermore,! there! is! a! category! of! mechanically! insensitive,! or! ‘silent’,!
nociceptors!that!were!first!observed!in!knee!joints!(Schaible!and!Schmidt,!1983a;!
1983b),!before!being!confirmed!in!the!peroneal!nerve!of!humans!(Schmidt!et#al.,!
1995).! About! 50%! of! Aδ[fibre! nociceptors! and! 33%! of! C[fibre! nociceptors! are!
mechanically! insensitive! (Handwerker! et# al.,! 1991;! Meyer! et# al.,! 1991).! These!
nociceptors!can!be!activated!by!second!messenger!systems!that!become!active!
in!the!presence!of!inflammatory!mediators,!such!as!bradykinin!(Dray!et#al.,!1988;!
Birrell!et# al.,! 1993),! protein! kinases! (Schepelmann!et# al.,! 1993),! prostaglandins!
(Schepelmann! et# al.,! 1992;! Birrell! et# al.,! 1993),! and! finally,! serotonin! and!
histamine! (Davis!et# al.,! 1993).! This! can! result! in! spontaneous!activity! {SA}! and!
increased!excitability!to!peripheral!stimuli!(Schabile!and!Schmidt,!1985),!in!both!
nociceptors!and! low[threshold!mechanoreceptors!{LTM}! (Schaible!and!Schmidt,!










2007).! The! noxious! cold! nociceptors! are! activated! by! either! the! application! of!
cooling! agents,! such! as!menthol! and! eucalyptol! (Hensel! and! Zotterman,! 1951;!
Reid!and!Flonta,!2001),!or! temperatures!≤!15°C! (Tominaga!and!Caterina,!2004;!

















different! combinations! of! the! three! prinicipal! noxious! stimuli:! mechanical,!
thermal! and! chemical! (Bessou! and! Perl,! 1969;! Lynn! and!Carpenter,! 1982;! Perl,!
1996).!The!most!common!type!of!polymodal!nociceptor! is!activated!by!noxious!
thermal! and!mechanical! stimuli! (Meyer!et# al.,! 2005;! Gold! and!Gebhart,! 2010).!





Although!a! few!of! the!Aα/β[fibre!DRG!neurons! respond! to!painful! stimuli,!80%!
are!LTMs!and!respond!to!light!touch!(Djouhri!and!Lawson,!2004).!These!neurons!
are! largely! responsible! for! propioception,! or! the! essential! ability! to! track! the!
relative! positioning! of! various! body! parts.! There! are! many! different! types! of!





RAdapt! DRG! neurons! differ! from! SAdapt! neurons! according! to! their! rates! of!
adaptation! to! sustained,! weak! mechanical! stimulation! (Mountcastle,! 1957).!
Different! complexes!mediate!RAdapt,! including!Meissner’s! corpuscles,! Pacinian!
corpuscles! and! longitudinal! lanceolate! endings! (Iggo! and! Ogawa,! 1977),! while!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Chapter!1!–!Introduction!–!Pg.!26!
SAdapt! comprise! Merkel! discs! and! Ruffini! receptors! (Iggo! and! Muir,! 1969;!
Chambers!et#al.,!1972;!Paré!et#al.,!2002;!Delmas!et#al.,!2011).!These!two!types!of!








properties! (Olausson! et# al.,! 2010).! Furthermore,! there! is! compelling! evidence!







{G5hair}! and! down! hairs! {D5hair},! which! consist! of! Aα/β[fibres! and! Aδ[fibres,!
respectively! (Brown! and! Iggo,! 1967).! These!DRG! neurons! are! typically! RAdapt,!

















Figure!1.2:!Different! types!of!Fibres!and! their!Response! to!Noxious!Stimuli.!A!
visual!schematic,! taken!from!(Julius!and!Basbaum,!2001;!Perl,!2007),!showing!a!
compound! AP! [A],! which! indicates! the! different! conduction! velocities! of! DRG!






wound!healing!by!protecting! the! injured!area,! the!same!does!not!hold! true! for!
CP,! which! can! persist! for! years! and! is! currently! poorly! treated.! CP! possesses!







irritation.! Usually! IP! is! resolved! upon! healing! of! the! original! tissue! injury,!




of! DRG! neurons,! particularly! chemically[activated! and! polymodal! nociceptors,!
rather! than!activating! them!directly! (Woolf!and!Costigan,!1999).!CIP! is! typically!






A!diagram,! taken! from! (Costigan!et#al.,!2009),! showing! the!amplification! in! the!
PNS!and!CNS!that!occur!along!the!STT!as!a!result!of!peripheral!CIP.!!!!
!
During! inflammation,! a! wide! variety! of! biological! mediators! known! as! an!
‘inflammatory! soup’! are! produced! (McMahon! et# al.,! 2005b)! and! these! trigger!
physiological!changes,!such!as!peripheral!sensitisation!and!subsequently!central!






Some!of! these!pro[inflammatory!mediators!act,! either!directly!or! indirectly,!on!
the!conducting,!un[injured!DRG!neurons!to!cause!increased!excitability,!through!
SA! and! hyperexcitability,! and! therefore! sensitisation! of! the! 2nd! order! neurons,!
which! contributes! to! driving! CP! [Fig.! 1.4].! Immune! cells,! particularly!mast! cells!
and!macrophages,!may!release!mediators!that!act!directly!or! indirectly!on!DRG!
neurons! to! cause! SA.! Inflammatory! mediators! that! induce! APs! could! be!
prostaglandin!E2! {PGE2}! (England!et# al.,! 1996)! or! TNF[α! (Schäfers!et# al.,! 2003).!!!
Furthermore,! it! has! been! shown! that! peripheral! amplification,! through! the!
generation!of!SA,!occurs!at!both!the!site!of! injury!and!the!adjacent,!conducting!
DRG! neurons! with! their! receptive! fields! still! intact! (Woolf! and! Salter,! 2000;!
Costigan! et# al.,! 2009).! This! SA! in! conducting! DRG! neurons! has! been! shown! in!
both!monkey!(Ali!et#al.,!1999)!and!rat!(Djouhri!et#al.,!2006).!
!
In! addition,! inflammation! causes! vascular! permeability,! the! infiltration! and!
activation! of! immunocompetent! cells,! and! the! synthesis! and/or! release! of!
inflammatory!mediators! from! immune!cells! and!neurons! (McCleskey!and!Gold,!





Figure! 1.4:! Inflammatory! Mediators! acting! on! a! DRG! Neuron.! A! schematic!
illustration,! adapted! from! (Meyer! et# al.,! 2005),! that! shows! a! variety! of!
inflammatory!mediators!from!various!cells!that!could!act!on!specific!receptors!at!
the! terminals! of! DRG! neurons! to! alter! not! only! the! firing! properties! of! the!
neuron,! but! also! a! range! of! signalling! pathways! and! further! downstream,! the!
regulation! of! genes.! 5[HT,! Serotonin;! 5[HTR,! Serotonin! Receptor;! ASIC,! Acid[
Sensing!Ion!Channels;!ATP,!Adenosine!Triphosphate;!B2/B1,!Bradykinin!Receptor!
2/1;! Ca2+,! Calcium;! CRH,! Corticotrophin! Releasing! Hormone;! EP,! E[Prostanoid!
Receptors;!H+,!Hydronium!Ions;!H1,!Histamine!Receptor!1;! IL[1β,! Interleukin[1β;!
IL1[R,! Interleukin[1! Receptor;! Interleukin[1β! IL[6,! Interleukin[6;! LIF,! Leukemia!
Inhibitory! Factor;! NGF,! Nerve! Growth! Factor;! PAF,! Platelet! Activating! Factor;!
PGE2,! Prostaglandin! E2;! PKA,! Protein! Kinase! A;! PKC,! Protein! Kinasae! C;! TNFα,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Chapter!1!–!Introduction!–!Pg.!31!
Tumour! Necrosis! Factor! α;! TrkA,! High! Affinity! Nerve! Growth! Factor! Recpetor;!
TRP,!Transient!Receptor!Potential!Ion!Channel.!
!











responsible! for! nociceptive! pain! (Kehlet! et# al.,! 2006;! Hehn! et# al.,! 2012),!




















peripheral! NP! in! three! areas,! within! both! the! PNS! and! the! CNS,! that! undergo!






Following! peripheral! nerve! injury,! a! neuroma,! or! growth,! forms! at! the! site! of!
injured! neurons.! Subsequently,! the! neuromas! of! different! populations! of! DRG!











lidocaine,! a! local! anaesthetic! (Sukhotinsky! et# al.,! 2004),! or! tetrodotoxin,! a!
neuronal! blocker! (Omana[Zapata! et# al.,! 1997;! Lyu! et# al.,! 2000),! attenuates!
mechanical!hypersensitivity!and!DRG!neuron!hyperexcitability!respectively.!This!





















low[frequency! electrical! stimulation! of! C[fibres! induces! mechanical!
hypersensitivity!in!humans!(Klede!et#al.,!2003)!and!rats!(Wu!et#al.,!2002).!!
!
In! addition,! the! excitability! of! these! conducting! neurons! could! be! affected! by!
neurotrophins! that! are! released,! principally! by! Schwann! cells! (Esper! and! Loeb,!
2004),!to!aid!re[growth!of!the!injured!DRG!neurons!(Campbell!and!Meyer,!2006).!
L4!and!L5!DRG!neurons!have! fibres! that! run!adjacently,! in! the!same!peripheral!
nerve,! in!addition!to!sharing!the!same! innervation!territory!and!even!the!same!
Schwann! cells! (Campbell! and! Meyer,! 2006).! As! a! result,! neurotrophins,! from!
either! inflammation! or! Wallerian! degeneration! in! the! injured! neurons! to! aid!
regeneration,! act! on! intact! neurons! as! well.! Although! neurotrophins! are!
protective!and!play!a!role!in!the!regeneration!of!damaged!sensory!neurons,!both!
nerve! growth! factor! (Lewin!et# al.,! 1994)! and!brain!derived!neurotrophic! factor!





including:! ZD7288! (Harris! and! Constanti,! 1995;! Chaplan! et# al.,! 2003;! Dalle! and!
Eisenach,! 2005);! Mibefradil! (Dogrul! et# al.,! 2003);! and! JWH[133! (Elmes! et# al.,!
2004).! This! is! supported! by! the! fact! that! capsaicin,! which! only! affects!
nociceptors,!can!be!applied!to!the!site!of!injury!to!relieve!spontaneous!pain!{SP}!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Chapter!1!–!Introduction!–!Pg.!36!
(Campbell! and! Meyer,! 2006).! Furthermore,! blocking! peripheral! sensitisation!





Both! SA! and! hyperexcitability! from! both! injured! and! un[injured! DRG! neurons!
have! an! effect! on! second! order! neurons! in! the! dorsal! horn! that! amplifies! the!
signal! from!the!periphery!and!causes!central!sensitisation! (Gracely!et#al.,!1992;!
Yoon!et#al.,!1996;!Costigan!et#al.,!2009).!Central!sensitisation!can!occur!through!
two,! possibly! concurrent,! principal! mechanisms:! 1)! increased! release! of!
excitatory! neurotransmitters,! such! as! Glutamate,! SubP,! or! CGRP;! 2)! enhanced!
synaptic! efficacy! (Woolf! and! Salter,! 2000;! Campbell! and! Meyer,! 2006).!
Furthermore,! glial! cells! in! the! CNS,! both! astrocytes! and! microglia,! become!
activated! and! release! a! host! of! inflammatory! mediators,! such! as! the!
neurotrophin,! brain[derived! neurotrophic! factor! (Coull! et# al.,! 2005),! and! IL[1β!
(Clark! et# al.,! 2006),! that! contribute! to! central! sensitisation! (McMahon! and!












CNP,! with! two! particularly! well[characterized! clinical! symptoms:! SP! and!




stimulus! independent! and! therefore! un[avoidable,! it! is! less! manageable! than!
pain!due!to!hypersensitivity!(Bennett,!2012).!Furthermore,!there!is!evidence!that!










al.,! 2000).! Both! neuro[inflammation,! predominantly! as! a! result! of! neuronal!
break[down,! and! the! presence! of! pro[inflammatory!mediators,! act! to! sensitise!
DRG!neurons!via!selective!physiological!mechanisms!(Dray,!1995)!in!both!CIP!and!
CNP.! Furthermore,! both! glial! (McMahon! and! Malcangio,! 2009;! Milligan! and!
Watkins,! 2009)! and! immune! cells! (McMahon! et# al.,! 2005a;! 2005b;! Stein! and!
Machelska,! 2011)! appear! to! play! an! important! role! in! the! development! of! CP.!
One!week!after!nerve!injury,!microglia!in!the!dorsal!horn!are!activated!and!this!is!
thought! to! be! localised! at! the! central! terminals! of! the! injured! DRG! neurons!
(Scholz! and! Woolf,! 2007).! This! contributes,! in! both! models! of! CP,! to! central!
sensitisation.! Therefore,! a! further! understanding! of! the! neurophysiological!
changes! is! important! to! develop! selective! compounds! that! act! specifically! to!















express!ATF[3! is!either!2%! (Boettger!et#al.,! 2007)!or!0%! (Banchet!et#al.,! 2009),!
depending! upon! the! model! used.! This! difference! not! only! affects! the!





During! CNP,! an! injured! nerve! is! broken! down! through! a! process! known! as!
Wallerian! degeneration! (Gaudet! et# al.,! 2011),! which! involves! the! controlled!
breakdown! of! injured! neuronal! fibres! following! injury! through! a! modified!
apoptotic! process! (Finn! et# al.,! 2000;! Sievers! et# al.,! 2003).! This! is! primarily!
mediated!by!glial!cells,!known!as!Schwann!cells!and!macrophages,!that!normally!
maintain! homeostasis! in! the!micro[environment,! but! struggle! to! preserve! this!
balance! in! states!of!CP! (McMahon!et#al.,! 2005b;! Scholz!and!Woolf,!2007).! This!
process! involves! the! recruitment! of! a! myriad! of! cytokines! (Finn! et# al.,! 2000;!
Sievers! et# al.,! 2003;! Gaudet! et# al.,! 2011).! These! cytokines,! such! as! tumour!
necrosis! factor!α,! interleukin! 1[α! and! interleukin! 1[β,! recruit!macrophages! for!
myelin!degradation!(Shamash!et#al.,!2002)!and!cause!the!release!of!vaso[active!
neuropeptides,! such! as! SubP! and! CGRP.! These! neuropeptides! also! recruit!
macrophages! (Cheng! et# al.,! 1995),! which! form! a! macrophage[centric!
inflammatory! cellular! filtrate! (Scholz! and!Woolf,! 2002),! in! addition! to! causing!
swelling! and! hyperemia! (Zochodne! et# al.,! 1999;! Scholz! and!Woolf,! 2007).! The!
presence! of! these! inflammatory! mediators! helps! to! cause! hyperexcitability! in!







require! careful! design.! Since! human! self[assessment! of! pain! is! extremely!
subjective,!it!is!difficult!to!quantify!(Jensen!et#al.,!1986),!in!addition!to!stringent!
ethical! considerations.! Therefore,! to!mirror! human! symptoms! and! test! various!
hypotheses! involving! the!physiological!mechanisms!of!pain,! a! variety!of!animal!
models,!each!with!strengths!and!weaknesses,!have!been!developed.!Most!rodent!
models! induce!CP!by!altering,!either! surgically!or! chemically,! the!Lumbar!4! –!6!
{L456}! DRG! neurons,! which! innervate! the! hindpaw! and! hindlimb! region.! This!





The! formalin! test! is! widely! used! and! displays! similar! symptoms! in! rats,! cats!
(Dubuisson! and! Dennis,! 1977),! and! primates! (Alreja! et# al.,! 1984).! To! develop!
models! of! arthritic! pain,! substances! that! activate! the! immune! system! were!
developed,! including! complete! Freund’s! adjuvant! {CFA}! (Larson! et# al.,! 1986),!
carrageenan!(Kayser!and!Guilbaud,!1987),!and!urate!crystals!(Coderre!and!Wall,!
1987),! which! all! posses! longer! lasting,! subtler! effects! than! formalin.! Finally,!












the! bundle! of! L3[L6! spinal! nerves! {SN},! with! 4! chromic! gut,! which! is! an!
absorbable!suture,!ligatures!at!intervals!of!1[2!millimetres!so!that!the!epineurial!
vasculature!is!partly!occluded!to!cause!slight!swelling!of!the!nerve!(Bennett!and!











The! third! model! is! the! original! SN! ligation! model,! which! involves! axotomy! of!
either! the!L5!SN!or!both!the!L5!and!L6!SNs! (Kim!and!Chung,!1992).!This!model!
results!in!the!most!mechanical!hypersensitivity!amongst!all!of!the!rodent!models!




Figure! 1.7:! Different! Models! of! Inducible! Neuropathic! Pain! in! Rodents.! The!
figure,! adapted! from! (Decosterd! and! Berta,! 2007),! shows! various! types! of! NP!
models:!Starting!from!the!top!and!moving!down,!this!figure!shows!various!spinal!
cord! injuries,!which!can!be!due!to!transection,!contusion!or!toxicity.!The!dorsal!
root! injuries! can! selectively! target! various! SNs!with! a! rhizotomy.! Furthermore,!
ventral! root! transection,! VRT,! can! injure! the! ventral! roots! in! isolation.! Chronic!
compression!of!the!DRG,!CCD,!can!be!used!to!study!the!effects!of!selective!injury!
to!the!ganglia!of!SNs.!Spinal!nerve! ligation,!SNL,!which! involves!tight! ligation!of!
the! L4! and! sometimes,! the! L6! SN,! can! also! be! used! to! study! SNs! in! isolation.!
There! are! various! types! of! nerve! trunk! injury:! axotomy;! chronic! constriction!
injury,! CCI;! partial! sciatic! nerve! ligation,! PSL;! partial! sciatic! nerve! transection,!











states! of! NP.!Within! 1[2! days! post[treatment,! the! mSNA!model! shows! robust!
signs! of! hypersensitivity! and! spontaneous! foot! lifting! {SFL},! which! lasts! for! at!
least!10!weeks.!SFL,!a!correlate!of!SP!(Bennett!and!Xie,!1988;!Attal!et#al.,!1990;!







CP! partially! results! from! the! increased! excitability! of! DRG! neurons! and! ion!
channel! subunits! are! the! leading! candidates! for! therapeutic! intervention.!
Transcriptional! channelopathies! describe! the! change! in! ion! channel! subunit!
expression!that!subsequently!changes!the!neuron’s!excitability!(Waxman,!2001)!







Minimal! Pore! Region! of! the! Voltage5Gated! Ion! Channel! Superfamily.! Taken!
from! (Yu! et! al.,! 2005),! Cav! and! Nav,! which! are! four! trans[membrane! domain!
channels,!are!shown!in!blue,!the!TRP!family!are!shown!in!green,!the!potassium[
selective! family! are! shown! in! red,! the! CNG! family! are! in! purple! and! the! HCN!
channel! family! are! in! orange.! Cav,! voltage[gated! calcium! channel;! CNG,! cyclic!
nucleotide[gated! cation! channel! family;! K2P,! two[pore! potassium! channel;! KCa,!








The!voltage[gated!Na+! channels! consist!of!9! subunits,!Nav1.1!–!Nav1.9,!and!are!
responsible!for!the! initiation!of!the!AP!through!the!rapid! intake!of!Na+! into!the!
cell!during!the!upstroke!of!the!AP!(Goldin!et#al.,!2000;!Costigan!et#al.,!2009;!Dib[






al.,! 1996)! and! later! in! humans! (Larson! et# al.,! 1986;! Rabert! et# al.,! 1998).! This!
subunit! is! found! predominantly,! but! not! exclusively,! in! small! and! large!
nociceptive! neurons! and!mediates! a! tetrodotoxin[resistant! current! (Akopian!et#
al.,! 1996;! Djouhri! et# al.,! 2003;! Shields! et# al.,! 2012).! Blocking! Nav1.8! using!
antisense! oligonucleotides! eliminates! the! generation! of! SA! in! a! CFA[induced!
model! of! CIP! (Jarvis! et# al.,! 2007).! Furthermore,! Nav1.8! antisense!
oligodeoxynucleotides! attenuate! hypersensitivities! in! the! SN! ligation! model! of!
NP!(Porreca!et#al.,!1999).!Another!study!used!diphtheria!toxin!to!selectively!kill!
Nav1.8[expressing[neurons! to! ablate! IP! and! decrease! sensitivity! to! noxious!




(Cox! et# al.,! 2006;! Ahmad! et# al.,! 2007;! Goldberg! et# al.,! 2007).! Using! rodent!
studies,! the! expression! profile! of!Nav1.7! is! not! exclusive! to! nociceptors! as! it! is!
present!in!LTM!DRG!neurons!(Djouhri!et#al.,!2002).!A!double!knock!out!of!Nav1.7!
and! Nav1.8! did! not! affect! L5! SN! ligation! induced! NP! (Nassar! et# al.,! 2005).!





neurons! (Cummins!et#al.,!1999).!This! subunit!possesses!unique,! slow[activation!
properties! (Cummins! et# al.,! 1999;! Gold! and! Caterina,! 2007)! and! may! have! a!
profound!effect!on!the!resting!membrane!potential!{Em}!(Herzog!et#al.,!2001).!!
!
Finally,! Nav1.3! is! tetrodotoxin[sensitive! and! has! high! expression! levels! in!
embryonic! DRG! neurons,! but! not! adult! DRG! neurons! (Waxman! et# al.,! 1994),!
although!up[regulation!occurs!following!SN!axotomy!(Waxman!et#al.,!1994;!Black!






and,! predominantly,! bring! the! membrane! potential! back! towards! the! resting!





of! NP! (Blackburn[Munro! and! Jensen,! 2003;! Passmore! et# al.,! 2003),! these!
compounds! failed! in! clinical! trials! (Hehn!et#al.,! 2012).!The!Ca2+[activated!group!
consists!of!KCa1!–!KCa8,!while!the!inward!rectifier!group!consists!of!Kir1!–!Kir7,!of!
which!two!are!particularly!important!for!nociception:!Kir3!and!Kir6!(Ocaña!et#al.,!
2004).! Specific! knockout! of! Kir3.1! and! Kir3.2! from! the! CNS! of! normal! animals!

















Finally,! the!Transient!Receptor!Potential! {TRP}! family,! of!which! 28! genes! have!
been! identified! (Montell,!2005)!and!divided! into!6!main! sub[families! (Stucky!et#
al.,!2009)!with!almost!all!being!non[selective!cation!channels!(Wang!and!Woolf,!
2005),! are! important! in! determining! the! excitability! of! DRG! neurons.! The! TRP!
subunits!have!specific!roles!in!thermosensation!and!are!activated!between!highly!
specific!temperature!ranges!(Dhaka!et#al.,!2006;!Vay!et#al.,!2012):!TRPV1,!>!43°C;!
TRPV2,! >! 52°C;! TRPV3! and! TRPV4,! 26[35°C;! TRPM8,! <! 28°C;! TRPA1,! <! 17°C!
(Lawson!et#al.,!2008;!Talavera!et#al.,!2008).!!
!
TRPV1,!a!TRP! ion!channel! subunit,! responds! to! the!active! ingredient!of!chillies,!
capsaicin,! noxious! >! 43°C! temperatures,! as! it! is! essential! for! thermal!
hypersensitivity! (Davis! et# al.,! 2000),! and! low! pH! that! is! <! 6.0! (Caterina! et# al.,!
1997;! 2000).! In! the! presence! of! activators,! such! as! capsaicin,! TRPV1! allows! an!
influx!of!Ca2+! into! the!neuron! (Caterina!et!al.,! 1997;!2000).!A!TRPV1!knock!out!
model! of! inflammation! showed! severely! deficient! responses! to! chemical! and!




Two! other! important! members! of! this! family! are! TRPA1! and! TRPM8.! TRPA1,!
which!is!unique!to!mammals!(Story!et!al.,!2003;!Stucky!et!al.,!2009),!is!activated!
by!noxious!stimuli!including!cold!temperatures,!pungent!natural!compounds,!and!




identified! in!both!C[! and!Aδ[fibre!DRG!neurons! (Takashima!et! al.,! 2007)! and! is!
activated! by! both! menthol! and! a! drop! in! temperature! (McKemy! et! al.,! 2002;!




















Figure! 1.9:! Ion! Channel! Families! that! Determine! the! Resting! Membrane!
Potential.!There!are!a!multitude!of!ion!channels!that!determine!the!resting!Em!of!
the! neuron,! shown! by! the! dashed! black! line,! and! this! figure! highlights! two! of!
them:! HCN,! in! green,! and! Kv7,! in! red.! The! HCN! channels! drive! the! Em! from! a!
hyperpolarised! level! back! towards! the! resting! level,! acting! as! an! accelerator,!
while!the!Kv7!channels!act!as!a!brake,!driving!the!Em!back!towards,!or!below,!the!







The!HCN! channel! family! emerged! from! voltage[gated! potassium! channels! [Fig.!










channel! formed! by! four! HCN! channel! subunits,! taken! from! (Postea! and! Biel,!
2011).![C]!The!transmembrane!topology!of!a!single!HCN!channel!subunit,!taken!
from! (Postea! and! Biel,! 2011).! The! Cyclic! Nucleotide! Binding! Domain,! CNBD,!
which!normally! actively! inhibits! the!pore! and! this! inhibition! is! removed!by! the!








core,! the! cytosolic! NH2[terminal! and! the! COOH[terminal! domains! (Biel! et! al.,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Chapter!1!–!Introduction!–!Pg.!50!
2009).! As! a! member! of! the! pore[loop! cation! channel! family,! the! molecular!
structure!of!a!single!subunit!resembles!a!voltage!gated!K+!channel!subunit!with!






nucleotide! binding! domain,! which! confers! selectively! to! different! cyclic!
nucleotides,! in! particular! cyclic! adenosine! monophosphate! {cAMP},! but! also!
cyclic!guanosine!monophosphate!(Zagotta!et!al.,!2003).!Cyclic!nucleotides!can!be!
thought!of!as!HCN!channel!co[agonists.!Binding!of!cyclic!nucleotides!to!the!cyclic!
nucleotide! binding! domain! enhances! the! voltage[gating! characteristics! at!
physiologically!relevant!membrane!potentials,!as!the!channel!will!open!at!more!






Although! the! CNBD’s! mechanism! of! action! is! debated,! the! predominant!
hypothesis! is!that! it!actively! inhibits!the!HCN!channels!and!the!binding!of!cyclic!
nucleotides!removes!this!inhibition!(Wainger!et!al.,!2001;!Wang!et!al.,!2001).!X[
ray! crystallography! showed! that! cAMP! interacts! directly! with! the! highly[
conserved!arginine!residues!within!the!CNBD:!arginine[591!in!the!HCN2!channel!
subunit!(Chen!et!al.,!2001;!Zhou!and!Siegelbaum,!2007)!and!arginine[538!in!the!








Cyclic!nucleotides,!which!play! important!physiological! roles,! are! regulated!by!a!
variety!of! hormones,! particularly! in! the!heart!where! adrenaline! acts! through!a!
cAMP[dependent! mechanism! on! HCN4! (Brown! et! al.,! 1979;! DiFrancesco! and!
Tortora,! 1991).!Most!drugs! that! affect!heart! rate,! such!as!beta[blockers,! affect!
cAMP!concentrations!and!this!affects!HCN4!and!the!Ih!current!(Biel!et!al.,!2002).!










The!HCN! channels’! activation!properties! are! regulated!by! a!number!of! factors,!
including,!but!not! limited! to:!1)! acidic! lipids,! such!as!phosphatidylionositol!4,5[
bisphosphate! {PIP2}! (Pian! et! al.,! 2006;! Zolles! et! al.,! 2006);! 2)! intracellular!
(Munsch! and! Pape,! 1999;! Zong! et! al.,! 2001)! and! extracellular! (Stevens! et! al.,!
2001)!proton!concentrations;!3)!chloride,!as!extracellular!concentrations!exert!a!
pronounced! effect! on! HCN2! and! HCN4! (Frace! et! al.,! 1992;!Wahl[Schott! et! al.,!
2005);! 4)! tyrosine! kinases! of! the! src! family! (Wu! and! Cohen,! 1997),! with!









Each! HCN! subunit! boasts! unique! properties! [Tab.! 1.2].! HCN1! is! the! fastest!
subunit! (Santoro! et! al.,! 2000;! Ishii! et! al.,! 2001),! requiring! tens! of!milliseconds!
{ms}!to!activate,!followed!by!HCN2!(Ludwig!et!al.,!1999),!HCN3!and!HCN4,!which!
have!speeds!of!hundreds!of!ms!(Stieber!et!al.,!2005).!Different!permutations!of!
channel! subunits,! along! with! the! physiological! microenvironment,! affect!
activation!properties!(Biel!et#al.,!2009).!
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30! 150!to!200! 250!to!400! >!400!
Table!1.2:!Activation!Characteristics!of!the!HCN!Channel!Subunits.!For!each!HCN!
channel! subunit,! this! table! shows:! 1)! the! general! expression! profile! in! DRG!
neurons;! 2)! the! activation! parameters! V0.5! is! the! voltage! at! which! half! of! the!

















Ih! was! initially! discovered! in! sinoatrial! node! cells! in! the! heart! around! the! late!
1970s! and! early! 1980s! (Brown! et! al.,! 1977;! Yanagihara! and! Irisawa,! 1980;!





the! exception! of! the! heart! and! the! nervous! system,! expression! levels! in! these!
other!tissues!are!relatively! low!(Biel!et#al.,!2009).! In!addition,!HCN3!is!neuronal!
specific,! although! it! is! only! sparsely! expressed! throughout! the! nervous! system!
(Biel! et! al.,! 2009).!Of! the! four! subunits,!HCN3! showed! the! highest! amounts! of!
mRNA! in! small! DRG! neurons! (Kouranova! et! al.,! 2008).! Finally,! HCN4! is!





As! the! amount! of! research! on! the! HCN! channels! and! their! role! in! CP! has!
increased,!it!has!become!an!increasingly!important!potential!drug!target!(Postea!
and!Biel,!2011).!There!are!likely!to!be!a!number!of!suitable!targets!that!act!either!
on! the! channels! themselves! or! directly! up[! or! down[stream! of! the! numerous!
signalling! pathways! that! affect! intracellular! cyclic! nucleotide! concentrations.!
Currently,! the! most! commonly! used! blocker! of! the! HCN! channels! is! ZD7288,!
which! is! not! subunit! selective,! but! is! selective! for! the! Ih! current! and! seems! to!







Based! on! the! literature! reviewed! above,! a! hypothesis! can! be! formed! where!
either!CIP!or!CNP!results!from!a!change!in!the!expression!profiles!of!HCN!channel!
subunits,!primarily!in!the!adjacent,!conducting!DRG!neurons!with!their!receptive!







• Using! behavioural! tests! to! see! whether! peripherally! blocking! the! Ih!
current!affects!SFL,!in!addition!to!mechanical!and!heat!hypersensitivity.!!
• Using!in#vivo!electrophysiology!to!examine!whether!there!are!changes!in!
the! AP! parameters,! excitability! and! Ih! current! in! the! intact! L4! neurons!
following! the! induction! of! CNP! when! compared! to! sham[operated!
animals.!






















































The! principal! aim! of! this! PhD! project! was! to! examine! the! role! of! the!
hyperpolarisation[activated,! cyclic! nucleotide[gated! {HCN}! channels! and! the!
current! they! mediate,! the! hyperpolarisation[activated! current! {Ih}! in! the!
excitability! of!dorsal! root!ganglion! {DRG}! neurons!during! chronic! inflammatory!




examine! the!effects! of! peripheral! blockade!of! Ih! on!pain!behaviours;! b)! in# vivo!
electrophysiology,!to!record!action!potential!{AP}!parameters!and!the!Ih!current!
from! physiologically! identified! DRG! neurons! and! determine! whether! the!
channels! are! involved! in! DRG! neuronal! hyperexcitability! in! CNP;! and! c)!














Animals!were!housed! in! a! room!maintained! at! an! ambient! temperature,!while!
under!a!12[hour! {h}!dark!and! light! cycle,!with! soft!bedding!and!access! to! food!
and! water! ad# libitum.! All! experimental! procedures! were! carried! out! in!
Chapter!2!–!!Methods!–!Pg.57!
!
accordance!with! the! 1986!UK! Scientific! Procedures!Animals!Act.! In! accordance!
with! the! 3Rs,! which! emphasise! replacement,! refinement! and! reduction,! all!
efforts! were!made! to! utilise! the! best! experimental! design,! so! that! the! fewest!
number! of! animals! possible!would! be! used! and! suffering!would! be!minimised.!
Based! on! their! exploratory! activity! and! weight! gain,! all! rats! appeared! healthy!
throughout!all!of!the!experiments!(Deacon,!2006).!If!rats!showed!any!signs!of!ill!







isoflurane! in! oxygen! and! nitrous! oxide,! at! 2! litres! per! minute! {min},! were!
administered.! Nitrous! oxide! causes! minimal! cardiovascular! and! respiratory!






Once! deeply! anaesthetised,! two! intra[dermal! injections! of! complete! Freund’s!
adjuvant! {CFA}! (Sigma[Aldrich,! U.K.),! which! induces! changes! in! nociceptive!
thresholds!(Larson!et#al.,!1986),!were!administered:!one!into!the!plantar!surface!
of!the! left!hind!paw![Fig.!2.1.A]!and!the!other! into!the! lateral!region!of!the! left!
knee! [Fig.! 2.1.B].! Both! injections!were!within! the! cutaneous! receptive! fields! of!
the!Lumbar!3![!5! {L355}!DRG!neurons!(Takahashi!et!al.,!1994)![Fig.!2.1.C[D].!The!
L4[L5! DRG! neurons,! which! were! used! for! the! electrophysiological! and!
immunofluorescent!experiments,!possesses!dermatomes!in!rats!(Takahashi!et!al.,!





Figure! 2.1:! CFA! Model! and! Dermatomes! of! L35L6! Spinal! Nerves.! Pictures!




Each!millilitre! {ml}! of! CFA! is! composed! of! 1!milligram! {mg}! of! heat[killed! and!
dried!Mycobacterium!tuberculosis!(strain!H37Ra,!ATCC!25177),!0.85!ml!paraffin!
oil! and! 0.15!ml! of! mannide!monooleate! (Sigma[Aldrich,! 2010).! CFA! causes! an!
inflammatory! response! by! inducing! dendritic! cells! to! rapidly! uptake! adjuvant!
components,! enhancing! phagocytosis! and! the! transudation! of! cytokines! from!
mononuclear! phagocytes,! and! temporarily! activating! CD41! lymphocytes.! The!
mycobacteria! within! CFA! causes! the! T! lymphocytes! to! assume! a! Th1! profile,!
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which! causes! delayed[type! hypersensitivity! and! initiates! an! inflammatory! soup!
that! results! in! pain! behaviours! developing! in! the! afflicted!hindpaw! (Billiau! and!





Prior! to! the! initiation! of! this! procedure,! animals! were! weighed! and! checked!

















Once! the! L6! transverse! process!was! exposed,! it!was! chipped! away! to! reveal! a!
thin! layer! of!muscle! above! the! L5! and! L4! spinal!nerves! {SN}! [Fig.! 2.2.B].! After!
removing!this!tissue,!the!L5!SN!was!carefully! lifted!up!using!45°!angled!forceps,!







Figure! 2.2:! Modified! Spinal! Nerve! Axotomy! Model! of! Neuropathic! Pain.! A!
schematic! diagram,! modified! from! (Chung! et! al.,! 2004),! showing! the! exposed!
skeletal!section,!which!includes!the!L5!and!L6!laminae,!the!iliac!crest,!the!fascia!
and!the!L6!transverse!process![A].!Once!the!fascia!and!L6!transverse!process!has!
been! removed! [B],! the! L5!and! the! L4! SN!can!be!manipulated.!A! schematic! [C],!
which! is! modified! from! (Djouhri! et# al.,! 2006),! shows! the! mSNA!model! of! NP,!
which! involves! L5! SN! ligation! using! 5[0! silk! and! axotomy,! in! addition! to! loose!
ligation!of!the!L4!SN,!which!sits!below!the!L5,!with!5[0!chromic!gut.!!
!
Underneath!the!L5!SN! is! the!L4!SN,!which!was! loosely! ligated!with!5[0!chromic!
gut! (Look,! Angiotech! Pharmaceuticals,! Canada)! to! cause! enhanced! neuro[
inflammation!(Maves!et#al.,!1993).!The!ligature!around!the!L4!SN!was!double!the!
nerve’s! diameter.! In! rats,!Wallerian! degeneration,! a! process! of! nervous! tissue!




After! this,! the! muscle! was! sewn! together! using! 4[0! polysorb! thread! and! a!
continuous! intradermal! pattern! of! stitching.! Then,! the! skin!was! tightly! sutured!
using!either!the!slightly!thicker!3[0!thread!in!a!simple!interrupted!pattern,!or!an!





No! post[operative! analgesics! or! antibiotics! were! applied! as! this! was!
contraindicated!in!the!project!licence!due!to!the!possible!effect!on!the!complex!
physiological!pathways! that! result! in! the!development!of!CP.!After! transferring!




For! the! immunofluorescent! study,! the! control! group! received! sham[treatment!
{mSHAM},!which! involved!performing! the! surgery! to! expose! and! lift! up! the! L5!
and! L4! SNs,! without! inflicting! any! nerve! damage.! For! the! in# vivo!
electrophysiology! study,! normal,! un[treated! animals!were! used! for! controls! to!
compare! with! the! L4! DRG! neurons! from! the! mSNA! model! of! NP,! as!
electrophysiological! properties!of!DRG!neurons! after! sham[operations!used! for!
L5!SN!ligation!were!similar!to!the!values!from!normal!rats!(Ma!et#al.,!2002).!
!




ceased,!which!was! typically!more! than!15[min.! Then,! experimental! procedures!














was!not!present!before! the! induction!of!CP,!data!were!only!collected! from!the!
first! time! point! post[treatment:! Pre[Drug.! Rats! were! placed! in! isolated!
compartments! of! a! clear! plastic! chamber,! measuring! 22x18x14cm,! on! a! glass!
floor! [Fig.! 2.3.A].! The! animals! were! allowed! to! acclimatise! to! their! boxes! for!
approximately! 15[min.! Once! acclimatised,! the! cumulative! duration! of! time! in!













B],! so! that! any! lifting! associated! with! locomotion! or! probing! activities! was!
excluded,!due!to!the!chance!of!the!pain!being!evoked.!SFL!was!recorded!as!either!
complete! [Fig.2.3.C]! or! partial! [Fig.2.3.D]! stimulus[independent! foot! lifting! or!
foot! licking! [Fig.2.3.E].! The! total,! cumulative! duration! of! these! abnormal!
behaviours! were! recorded! over! 5[mins.! Foot! lifting! associated! with! grooming,!
locomotion,! or! body! repositioning!was! excluded! (Yoon!et# al.,! 1996;! Kim!et# al.,!







of!a!wire!metal!mesh! floor! [Fig.2.4.A]! for!5[mins! to!allow!for!acclimatisation.!A!
dynamic! plantar! aesthesiometer! touch! stimulator! (Ugo! Basile,! Comerio,! Italy)!
was!used!to!apply!pressure,! through!a!blunt!metal! filament,! to!the!mid[plantar!
surface! of! the! hindpaw! [Fig.2.4.C].! The! force! intensity! increased! from! 0! –! 50!
grams! {g}! over! 15[s! (Arévalo! et! al.,! 2003)! to! produce! the! paw! withdrawal!
threshold,!measured! in!g,!which! indicated!the!force!required!to!cause!hindpaw!
withdrawal!from!the!stimulus.!This!was!recorded!after!each!test!and!decreased!
values! infer! mechanical! hypersensitivity.! Each! rat! received! 1[min! of! rest! in[









Figure! 2.4:! Plantar! Aesthesiometer! and! Hargreaves! Apparatus! used! for!
Behavioural! Testing.! These! photographs! show! the! apparatus! used! for! the! two!
evoked! behavioural! tests! to! test! for! mechanical! [A]! and! thermal! [B]!
hypersensitivity.!The!area!tested!is!a!part!of!the!rat!hindpaw!that!is!made!of!up!
of!L3[L5!SNs!(Bajrović!and!Sketelj,!1998)!and!the!area,!in!yellow,!targeted!during!





To! assess! heat! hypersensitivity,! the! Hargreaves! test,! utilising! a! plantar!
analgesymeter! (Ugo!Basile,!Comerio,! Italy),!which!measures! the! latency,! in! s!of!
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paw!withdrawal! to!a!noxious!50°C!heat! stimulus!applied! from!a!circular,!9[mm!
heat! source! placed! underneath! the! rat’s! hindpaw,! was! used,! as! described!
previously! (Nernst,!1888;!Bennett!and!Xie,!1988;!Hargreaves!et#al.,! 1988;!Allen!
and! Yaksh,! 2004;! Djouhri! et# al.,! 2006).! 50°C! activates! both! categories! of! heat[
activated!nociceptor:!≥!43°C!and!≥!50°C!(LaMotte!and!Campbell,!1978;!Leffler!et#
al.,!2007).! In!brief,!rats!were!placed! in!plastic!compartments!on!a!2!milli[metre!
{mm}! thick! glass! floor! [Fig.2.4.B]! and! allowed! 5[mins! to! acclimatise.! After!
positioning!the!equipment!to!target!the!same!area!for!each!test![Fig.!2.4.C],!the!
noxious! heat! stimulus! initiated,! simultaneously! starting! a! timer.! The! timer!
automatically! ended!when! a! photocell! detected!hindpaw!withdrawal,! although!
movement! or! grooming! caused! the! test! to! be! repeated.! Heat! hypersensitivity!
was! inferred! by! decreased! paw! withdrawal! latencies! to! the! stimulus.! Each!






of! the! Ih[specific! blocker,! ZD7288,! or! one!of! the!positive! controls,! naproxen!or!
gabapentin! for! CIP! or! CNP! respectively.! Prior! to! the! CP! studies,! naïve! animals!
were! injected! with! these! drugs! to! ensure! there! were! no! effects! on! pain!
sensitivity!in!normal!conditions.!For!the!CFA!study,!rats!received:!either!an!intra[
plantar,!into!the!hindpaw,!injection!of!vehicle!or!ZD7288,!or!an!inter[peritoneal,!
into! the! peritoneal! cavity,! injection! of! either! naproxen.! While! for! the! mSNA!
study,! this! consisted! of! intra[plantar! ZD7288,! intra[plantar! vehicle! or! inter[
peritoneal!gabapentin.!!
!












Naproxen! (Sigma[Aldrich,! U.K.),! a! non[steroidal! anti[inflammatory! drug,! was!




Gabapentin! (Key! Organics! Ltd.,! U.K.),! diluted! in! 0.9%! physiological! saline! and!








The! preparation! is! based! on! a! previously! reported! methodology! (Fang! et# al.,!
2005;!Djouhri!et#al.,!2006).!An!intra[peritoneal!injection,!or!injections!if!required,!
of!sodium!pentobarbital! (50!mg/Kg)! induced!a!surgical! level!of!anaesthesia!and!
after! the! first! injection,!due! to! the!pentobarbital’s!hypothermic!effects,! the! rat!
was! artificially! warmed! (Lin,! 1981).! After! shaving! hair! off! of! the! back! and!
hindlimb,! the! rat! was! placed! on! an! electrical! blanket! and! body! temperature,!
which! was! maintained! at! about! 36°C! using! a! heat! lamp,! was! monitored!
continuously!using!a!rectal!probe!(Harvard!Apparatus,!U.K.).!!
!
Then,! the! trachea! was! intubated! to! allow! artificial! ventilation! using! a! small!









Figure!2.5:! Preparation! for! in$ vivo! Electrophysiology.!A! schematic! diagram! [A]!
showing!the!rat’s!external! jugular!vein!and!common!carotid!artery! (Indo,!2001;!
Heisler,!2007)!and!a!photograph!showing!these!cannulations,!together!with!the!
tracheal! intubation,! in# vivo# in! an! anaesthetised! rat! [B].! Then,! the! in# vivo!
intracellular!recording!setup,!which!consists!of!a!glass!microelectrode!placed!on!
top! of! the! L4!DRG! to! allow! intracellular! recording! of! somatic!APs! evoked! anti[
dromically! by! dorsal! root! electrical! stimulation! from!a! pair! of! bipolar! platinum!
electrodes;!shown!schematically![C]!and!in!a!photograph![D].!!
!
Following! laminectomy! to! expose! the! L4[L5! DRGs! and! their! dorsal! roots,! a!
paraffin! pool!was! formed,!which!was!maintained! throughout! as! close! to! body!
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temperature! as! possible,! at! ~! 30! ±! 2°C,! the! dura!matter! was! carefully! peeled!
away! using! fine! #7! dumont! forceps.! Then,! the! dorsal! root,! of! the! DRG! under!











method! to! be! about! 12,000! neurons! in! the! L4! DRG! (Arvidsson! et# al.,! 1986;!
Tandrup,!1993;!Cox!et#al.,!2006).!Recordings!were!performed!using!borosilicate!
glass! (1.2! mmOD,! 0.69!mmID,! Harvard! Apparatus,! Kent,! U.K.)! microelectrodes!
that! were! pulled! with! a! programmable! micropipette! puller! (P[97,! Sutter!
Instrument!Company,!U.S.A.)!with!settings!including!pressure!of!500,!heat!of!590,!
pull!of!55,!velocity!of!90,!and!delay!of!82.!Then,!the!micropipette!was!filled!with!
1!Molar! potassium! chloride,! which! was! used! as! it! gives! one! of! the! lowest! tip!




U.S.A.),! DRG! neurons! were! impaled! by! advancing! the! microelectrode! in! 1[µm!
steps!into!the!DRG!with!a!Patchstar!micromanipulator!(Scientifica,!U.K.).!A!small!
capacitance! buzz! was! applied! until! a! membrane! potential! {Em}! was! recorded.!
Since!two!subunits! that!are!responsible! for! Ih,!HCN2!and!HCN4,!are!particularly!
sensitive!to!cyclic!nucleotides,!the!use!of!sharp!electrode!intracellular!techniques!




















After! allowing! the! initial! 1[min!period! for! recording! SA! to!pass,!APs!were! anti[
dromically!evoked!by!dorsal!root!stimulation!through!bipolar!platinum!electrodes!
with! single,! depolarising,! rectangular! pulses,! which! was! typically! 0.03! ms!










rat! (Gagliese! and!Melzack,! 1997;! Fang!et# al.,! 2002;! 2005).! Non[noxious! stimuli!
included!a!brush!and!blunt!objects,! to! test! for!pressure[induced!responses!and!


















shortcomings.! All! stimuli! are! applied! to! the! exterior! of! the! skin! and! therefore!
neurons!with!deeper!receptive!fields!can!be:!1)!harder!to!access;!2)!inaccessible,!
in! the! case!of!applying!noxious!heat;!or!3)! challenging! to!determine! threshold.!





After! AP! recordings! and! functional! classification! of! each! DRG! neuron,! a!
hyperpolarisation[activated! depolarizing! sag! predominantly! attributable! to! Ih!








Then,! using! the! discontinuous! single! electrode! voltage[clamp! mode! of! the!
Axoclamp!900A!amplifier,!Ih!was!recorded,!as!previously!described!(Scroggs!et#al.,!
1994;! Hogan! and! Poroli,! 2008;! Momin! et# al.,! 2008),! from! the! L4[L5! DRG! of!
normal! and! the! L4! DRG! of! mSNA[treated! animals.! In! brief,! the! membrane!
potential! was! clamped! at! [50! millivolts! {mV}! and! a! series! of! 1[s! [10! mV!
hyperpolarising!steps!were!run,!with!a!return!to![50!mV,!from![60!mV!until![130!
mV! was! reached.! Artefacts! from! other! currents! are! a! concern,! but! the!
administration! of! the! barbituate,! pentobarbital,! can! block! some! of! the! other,!

























(Djouhri! et# al.,! 2001):! Em,! AP! duration! at! base,! AP! rise! time,! AP! fall! time,! AP!







As! Ih! currents! recorded! in! voltage[clamp!mode! have! been! contaminated! by! a!
rapidly! decaying! inward! current! (Scroggs! et! al.,! 1994;! Yagi! and! Sumino,! 1998;!




purpose!built!script! in!Signal.!The! initial! Ih!was!measured!12!to!15!ms!after! the!
start! of! the! voltage! command! to! ensure! that! contamination! from! capacitative!
currents! was! excluded! (Rodrigues! and! Oertel,! 2006).! Finally,! due! to! the! high!
microelectrode! resistances! used,! the! actual! testing! potentials! were! slightly!





There!are!a!number!of! techniques! to!examine,!either!directly!or! indirectly,! the!
levels! of! protein! in! DRG! neurons,! with! two!most! commonly! used:! 1)! western!
blotting,! which! detects! the! amount! of! protein! in! tissue! homogenates;! and! 2)!
immunofluorescence,! which! labels! proteins! with! fluorescent! markers! and!
subsequently! allows! quantification! and! identification! of! cellular! locations.!!
Although! immunofluorescence! is! not! a! flawless! technique,! this! methodology!
reveals!proteins’!intra[!and!inter[cellular!locations,!which!can!then!be!quantified,!








The! HCN1[4! antibodies! used! are! all! rabbit! polyclonal! antibodies! (Alomone!
Laboratories,! Jerusalem,! Israel)! raised! against:! the! N[terminus! amino! acid!
residues! 6[24! of! rat! HCN1;! the! N[terminus! amino! acid! residues! 147[161! of!
human!HCN2;!the!C[terminus!amino!acid!residues!727[744!of!rat!HCN3;!and!the!
amino! acid! residues! 119[155! of! human! HCN4.! These! antibodies! were! chosen!
following! an! extensive! literature! search.! The! HCN1! antibody! underwent! pre[
incubation! with! the! control! peptide! and! revealed! no! staining! (Milligan! et! al.,!






HEK! 293! cells! (Luo! et! al.,! 2007);! 2)! omission! of! the! primary! HCN2! antibody!
resulted!in!lack!of!fluorescent!signals!(Meuth!et!al.,!2006);!3)!western!blotting!in!
both! rats! (Papp!et#al.,! 2010)! and!dogs! (Han!et#al.,! 2002);! and!4)! extensive!use!
(Wells!et!al.,!2007).!The!HCN3!antibody!showed!a!similar!staining!profile!to!other!
publications,! as! it! is! found! primarily! intra[cellularly! (Hardel! et! al.,! 2008;!
Kouranova!et!al.,!2008).!!
!
Furthermore,! negative,! positive! and! primary[omitted! controls! were! performed!
for! validation.! Positive! controls! consisted! of! staining! hippocampal! sections! to!
examine!HCN!staining! in! the!CA3! region,! as!previously! reported! (Bender!et! al.,!
2001;!Notomi!and!Shigemoto,!2004).!!
!
Interestingly,! following! these! controls,! the! HCN4! antibody! proved! to! be!
problematic,!as!the!antibody!we!obtained!did!not!produce!staining!to!what!was!
previously!reported!(Cho!et#al.,!2009b)!and!also!our!control!experiments!showed!





To! further! elucidate! the! localisation! of! the! HCN! channels,! marker! were! used:!
Isolectin[B4! {IB4}! (1:100,! Sigma[Aldrich,! U.K.);! calcitonin[gene! related! peptide!
{CGRP}! (1:500,!Abcam,!U.K.);!and!4',6[diamidino[2[phenylindole!{DAPI}! (1:2500,!
Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!IB4!preferentially!stains!non[peptidergic!neurons!(Kitchener!
et# al.,! 1993;!Molliver!et# al.,! 1997)! over! peptidergic!DRG!neurons,!which! utilise!









For! the! immunofluorescent! experiments,! the! exact! methodology! varied!
according! to! the! type! of! the! study:! 1)! Normal! DRG! neurons! paired! with! CFA[
treated!DRG,!in!addition!to!nerve!fibres!of!DRG!neurons![Appendix!2];!2)!Normal!
lumbar! enlargement! of! the! spinal! cord! paired! with! CFA[treated! lumbar!
enlargement!of! the! Spinal! Cord! [Appendix! 3];! 3)!mSHAM[treated!DRG!neurons!
paired!with!mSNA[treated!DRG!neurons![Appendix!4].!In!brief,!rats!were!deeply!
anesthetized! with! a! lethal! dose! of! sodium! pentobarbital! (≥! 80! mg/Kg)! and!
perfused! transcardially! with! phosphate[buffered! saline! at! pH! 7.4,! followed! by!
Lana’s!Fixative,!made!of!4%!paraformaldehyde!in!0.1!M!PBS!at!a!final!pH!of!6.9.!









animals! were! prepared! on! the! same! slide.! Triple! immunoflurescence! was!
performed! as! follows:! after! washing! the! sections,! non[specific! staining! was!
avoided!by!undertaking!a!blocking!step,!after!which!the!tissue!was!permeabilised!
using! a! detergent.! Then,! primary! antibodies! were! applied! and! incubated!
overnight! at! 4°C.! The! sections! were! then! washed! and! incubated! with! the!
secondary!antibodies! for!2[h.!The! tissue!was! then!washed!again!and! incubated!
overnight!with!the!primary!antibody!for!antigen!2.!Then,!following!another!series!
of!washes,! the! secondary! antibody! for! antigen! 2!was! applied! and! left! for! 2[h.!








Using! a! Carl! Zeiss! M1! Imager! with! an! AxioCam! MRm! attached! (Carl! Zeiss,!
Germany),! labelled! sections! were! examined! and! 3[4! images! per! slide,! from! a!
total! of! 9! slides! (3! for! each! HCN! subunit)! were! photographed! at! x200!
magnification! using! Axiovision! v4.7! software! (Carl! Zeiss,! Germany).! Then,! DAPI!
staining!was!used!to!locate!neurons!that!were!cut!through!the!nucleus.!In!brief,!
each! image!was! only! included! if! it! contained! at! least! one! strongly! positive! {+}!
HCN,!HCN+,!and!IB4,!IB4+,!neuron,!not!necessarily!the!same!neuron!for!each,!and!
two!neurons! that!were!negative! {5}! for!both!HCN!and! IB4! staining! respectively.!
Weakly! positive! {w+}! neurons!were! overlooked! at! this! stage! of! the! analysis.! In!




staining! intensities!of! the! three! fluorophores:!HCN,! IB4!and!DAPI! [Fig.!2.7.A[B].!
After!this!analysis!was!complete!and!normalised!data!was!obtained,!comparisons!
were!made.!The!DRG!neurons!were!categorised!by!their!normalised!values!into:!
positive,! +,!>!0.4;!weakly!positive,!w+,!0.2! [!0.4;!or!negative,! [,!<!0.2! (Fang!et!al.,!
2006).! Initially,! each! antibody’s! normalised! intensity! was! plotted! against!
diameter!to!reveal!general!staining!patterns!for!both!HCN1[3!and!IB4!in!control!
tissue.! Furthermore,! HCN! normalised! intensities! were! plotted! against! IB4!
normalised! intensities! to! further! examine! the! relationship! between! the! two!
antibodies!and!different!sub[populations!of!DRG!neurons.!Finally,!the!percentage!






Figure! 2.7:! Densitometric! Method! of! Analysis! to! Examine! HCN! Staining!
Intensity.! A! standard! image! [A]! is! checked! for! the! following! staining! profiles:!





plotting!DAPI! intensity!against!diameter,! in!micro[meters! {μm},! for!both!of! the!
treatment!groups!and!fitting!a! line!of! linear!regression.!Then,!the!means!of!the!
normalised!intensities!of!small!diameter!neurons,!<!30!μm,!were!plotted!against!
each! other! and! tested! for! significance.! If! the! graph! of! small! DRG! neurons!
revealed!significance,!then!IB4!groups!were!examined!to!see!if!a!sub[population!
showed! an! increased! in! HCN+! DRG! neurons! following! CP.! Otherwise,! HCN!
normalised! intensities! were! plotted! against! IB4! normalised! intensities! with! a!







All! of! the! statistical! tests! were! performed! using! Graphpad! Prism! 5! (Graphpad!
Software,!CA,!U.S.A.)! Statistical! significance! is! indicated!on!graphs!using:!*,!P!<!
0.05;! **,! P! <! 0.01;! ***,! P! <! 0.001.! All! data!was! tested! for! normality! using! the!
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point.! Two[way! repeated! measures! analyses! of! variance,! with! Bonferroni!
corrections! to! correct! for! the! familywise! error! rate,! between! vehicle[treated!















the! cross[sectional! area.! Then,! Fisher’s! Exact! test! was! used! to! determine!
whether! there!was!a! significant!difference!between! the! two! treatment!groups.!





















































adjuvant! {CFA}! model! of! hindlimb! inflammation! and! the! surgically! induced!
modified! spinal! nerve! axotomy! {mSNA}! model! of! neuropathic! pain! {NP},! we!
examined!whether!the!hyperpolarisation[activated!cyclic!nucleotide[gated!{HCN}!
ion! channels! contribute! to! CP[related! hypersensitivity.! This! involved! assessing!
the!effects!of!peripheral!blockade!of!the!HCN!channels!using!a!specific!blocker,!
ZD7288,! on! three!quantifiable! behaviours,! including! two! types! of! evoked!pain,!
representing!different!aspects!of!CP:!1)!spontaneous!foot! lifting!{SFL},!a!sign!of!
spontaneous! pain! {SP};! 2)! Mechanical! hypersensitivity;! and! 3)! Heat!
hypersensitivity.!In!both!models,!intra[plantar,!or!local,!administration!of!ZD7288!
significantly! reduced!mechanical!hypersensitivity!and! resulted! in!an!absence!of!
SFL.! Heat! hypersensitivity! was! un[affected! in! chronic! inflammatory! pain! {CIP},!
but! it! did! show! a! slight! reversal! trend! in! chronic! neuropathic! pain! {CNP}.!
Interestingly,!ZD7288!was!more!effective!in!alleviating!pain!in!these!models!than!
naproxen! and! gabapentin,! the! positive! controls! for! CIP! and! CNP,! respectively.!
The! analgesic! effects! of! ZD7288! are! unlikely! to! be! mediated! by! central!
mechanisms! in! at! least! the! CIP!model,! as! administration! into! the! contralateral!
hindpaw! had! no! effect! on!mechanical! hypersensitivity.! These! findings! suggest!






the! physiological! mechanisms! have! been! conserved! across! species! (Walters,!
2007),! including! insects! (Eisemann! et# al.,! 1984).! Pain! causes! alterations! in!
behaviour!to!facilitate!other!fundamental!biological!functions,!such!as!healing!by!




in! states! of! CP,! this! can! result! in! maladaptive! pain! behaviours! that! serve! no!
useful! function.! The! prevalence! of!mechanical! and! thermal! hypersensitivity,! or!
increased! sensitivity! in! the!areas!affected!by! injury,! among!patients!with!NP! is!








peripheral! blockade! of! HCN! channels.! In! this! chapter,! the! HCN! channels! /!







ZD7288! was! injected! into! the! left! hindpaws! of! un[treated,! or! naïve,! animals.!
Post[ZD7288!injection,!the!paw!withdrawal!thresholds,!for!mechanical!sensitivity!
[Fig.! 3.1.A],! and! the! paw!withdrawal! latencies,! for! heat! sensitivity! [Fig.! 3.1.B],!









Animals.! Intra[plantar! administration! of! 100! μM! ZD7288! had! no! effect! on!







5[days! {d}! after! hindlimb! injections! of! CFA,! animals! display! very! little! SFL,!
averaging!less!than!2[seconds!{s}!per!5[minutes!{min}![Fig.!3.2.A],!which!makes!it!
difficult! to! determine! the! effects! of! local! administration! of! ZD7288!
administration.! However,! peripheral! administration! of! ZD7288! resulted! in! a!
temporary! absence! of! SFL! [Fig.! 3.2.A],! lasting! for! up! to! 3[h! [Fig.! 3.2.B],! but!






Figure!3.2:! Effects!of! ZD7228!on!CFA5Induced!Spontaneous!Foot! Lifting.! Intra[
plantar! administration! of! ZD7288! (n# =# 6# rats)! transiently! alleviated! SFL,! while!
intra[plantar! administration! of! vehicle! (n# =# 6# rats)! had! no! effect,! as! shown! by!
either!an!x[y!scatter!plot![A],!or!the!area!under!the!curve,!AUC,!at!1[h!–!3[h![B]!
and! 24[h! –! 48[h! [C].! Intra[peritoneal! administration! of! naproxen! (n# =# 5# rats)!






Mechanical! hypersensitivity! was! studied! by! applying! a! normally! innocuous!
mechanical! stimulus,! a! blunt! needle,! to! the! plantar! surface! of! the! ipsilateral!
hindpaw! and! measuring! the! hindpaw! withdrawal! threshold! in! grams! {g}.! 5[d!




An! intra[plantar! injection!of! ZD7288!at!5[d!post[CFA! significantly! increased! the!
paw! withdrawal! threshold,! indicating! reduced! mechanical! hypersensitivity,! at!
both!1[h,!***,!and!3[h,!***,!after!dosing![Fig.!3.3.C].!ZD7288!was!more!effective!
than! naproxen,! the! positive! control,!which! also! significantly! increased,! **,! p! <!








time! course! of! CFA[induced! mechanical! hypersensitivity! indicated! highly!
significant! decreases! in! the!mean! paw!withdrawal! threshold! at! all! time! points!
tested:!1[d,!3[d,!5[d,!and!7[d!(n#=#8#rats)![B].!Compared!with!vehicle,!in!blue!(n#=#
9# rats),! intra[plantar! injection! of! ZD7288,! in! green! (n# =# 6# rats),! significantly!
reduced!mechancical! hypersensitivity! at! both! 1[h! and! 3[h! post[drug! treatment!
[C].!ZD7288!was!more!effective! in!alleviating!mechanicaly!hypersensitivity! than!
than!intra[peritoneal!injection!of!the!positive!control,!naproxen,!in!purple!(n#=#5#
rats)! [C].! Contralateral! injection! of! ZD7288,! shown! in! green! lines! with! hollow!
circles,!did!not!affect!the!paw!withdrawal!threshold!in!the!ipsilateral!paw![C[D].!
Dashed!lines!indicate!CFA[treatment,!in!red,!and!drug!treatments,!in!brown,!with!
5[d! to! allow! CIP! to! develop.! The! mean! percentage! difference! between! the!









Hypersensitivity! to! a! normally! noxious,! 50°C,! heat! stimulus!was! indicated! by! a!
decrease!in!the!hindpaw!withdrawal! latency,!measured!in!seconds!{s}.!This!was!
evident!at!5[d![Fig.!3.4.A],!but!was!also!present!at!1[d!and!persisted!until!7[d![Fig.!
3.4.B].! At! 5[d! post[CFA,! intra[plantar! administration! of! ZD7288! showed! no!
alleviating!effects,!although!naproxen!significantly!increased,!*,!p!<!0.05,!the!paw!






Figure! 3.4:! Effects! of! ZD7228! on! CFA5Induced! Heat! Hypersensitivity.! CFA[
treatment!significantly!decreases!heat!thresholds!at!5[d!(n#=#23#rats)![A].!A!time[
course! of! CFA[induced! heat! hypersensitivity! indicated! highly! significant!
decreases!in!the!mean!paw!withdrawal!threshold!at!all!time!points!tested:!1[d,!3[
d,!5[d,!and!7[d!(n#=#8#rats)![B].!Intra[plantar!injection!of!either!vehicle,!in!blue!(n#
=# 9# rats),! or! ZD7288,! in! green! (n# =# 9# rats)! had! no! effect! on! paw! withdrawal!
latencies!at!any!time!point![C].!Intra[peritoneal!injection!of!the!positive!control,!
naproxen,! in! purple! (n# =# 5# rats),! significantly! increased! the! paw! withdrawal!
latency,!compared!to!control,!at!3[h![C].!Dashed!lines!indicate!CFA[treatment,!in!










7[d!after!surgical! induction!of! the!mSNA!model!of!NP,!animals!show!SFL! in! the!
injured,!ipsilateral,!hindlimb![Fig.!3.5.A],!but!not!the!contralateral!hindlimb![data!
not! shown].! Intra[plantar! administration! of! ZD7288! almost! completely! blocked!
SFL!at!1[h!post[drug!and! resulted! in!a!non[significant!decrease!of!SFL!after!4[h!
[Fig.! 3.5.A].! However,! the! effect! of! ZD7288! was! transient! [Fig! 3.5.B]! and!
disappeared!completely!by!24[h![Fig.!3.5.C].!Compared!to!vehicle,!the!effects!of!

















Mechanical! hypersensitivity! was! present! 7[d! after! mSNA! surgery,! shown! by! a!
significant! decrease,! ***,! in! paw! withdrawal! threshold! [Fig.! 3.6.A].! Peripheral!
administration!of!ZD7288!significantly!increased!the!paw!withdrawal!theshold,!at!









Figure! 3.6:! Effects! of! ZD7228! on!mSNA5Induced!Mechanical! Hypersensitivity.!
mSNA[treatment! significantly! decreases! mechanical! thresholds! at! 7[d! (n# =# 19#
rats)! [A].! Compared!with! vehicle,! in! blue! (n# =# 5# rats),! intra[plantar! injection!of!
ZD7288,!in!green!(n#=#11#rats),!significantly!reduced!mechancical!hypersensitivity!
at! both! 1[h! and! 4[h! post[drug! treatment! [B].! Dashed! lines! indicate! mSNA!
treatment,! in!orange,!and!drug!treatments,! in!brown,!with!7[d!to!allow!CNP!to!
develop.!ZD7288!was!as!effective,!at!alleviating!mechanicaly!hypersensitivity,!as!




















treatment!significantly!decreases!heat!thresholds!at!7[d! (n#=#21#rats)! [A].! Intra[
plantar! injections!of! vehicle,! in!blue! (n#=#5# rats),! and!ZD7288,! in!green! (n#=#11#
rats),! showed! no! significant! effects! at! any! time! point! post[drug! treatment! [B].!
Intra[peritoneal! injection! of! gabapentin,! in! purple! (n# =# 5# rats),! only! showed! a!
small! effect! [B].! Dashed! lines! indicate! mSNA[treatment,! in! orange,! and! drug!
treatments,! in!brown,!with!7[d! to!allow!CNP! to!develop.! This! is! also! shown!by!
graphing!the!mean!percentage!difference!between!the!various!drug!treatments!
and! their! pre[drug! means! [C].! Statistics! was! performed! using! either! a! Mann[


















the! analgesic! effects! of! ZD7288! are! un[likely! to! be! mediated! by! central!

















model! of! NP! (Djouhri! et# al.,! 2006).! There! is! increasing! evidence! that! Ih!
contributes! to! this! SA,! as! recordings! made! extra[cellularly,! ex# vivo,! from! DRG!
neurons!that!had!previously!undergone!L4!or!L6!axotomy!to!induce!NP!exhibited!
SA,! which! was! reduced! upon! ZD7288! application! (Chaplan! et# al.,! 2003).!
Furthermore,! there! is! evidence! that! clonidine,! thought! to! act! by! inhibiting! Ih!

















Peripheral! blockade! of! Ih! resulted! in! significant! attenuation! of! mechanical!
hypersensitivity!in!both!models!of!CP.!The!transient!effect!was!slightly!surprising,!
given!the!irreversible!binding!of!ZD7288!to!HCN!channels,!but!could!be!explained!





In! CIP,! the! effects! of! ZD7288!were! greater! than! those! of! naproxen,!which! has!
previously! been! shown! in! a! CFA[induced!model! of! IP! to! attenuate!mechanical!
hypersensitivity! (Clarke! et# al.,! 1994).! Studies! using! Nav1.8! specific! HCN2[knock!
out!mice!produced! contrasting! results,! as!one! study! showed!an!attenuation!of!
mechanical!hypersensitivity!in!the!CFA[induced!model!of!IP!(Schnorr!et#al.,!2012)!
and!the!other!revealed!no!change!in!a!prostaglandin!E2!{PGE2}[induced!model!of!








of! NP[induced! mechanical! hypersensitivity! with! ZD7288! implicate! Ih! in!
mechanical! hypersensitivity! and! are! in! agreement!with! previous!work! showing!
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!
that:! 1)! systemic,! but! not! intra[thecal,! administration! of! ZD7288! reduced!
mechanical!hypersensitivity!in!the!spinal!nerve!ligation!model!of!NP!(Chaplan!et#
al.,! 2003);! 2)! peri[neural! administration! of! ZD7288! has! also! been! shown! to!
alleviate!mechanical!hypersensitivity! in! the!partial! sciatic!nerve! injury!model!of!
NP!(Dalle!and!Eisenach,!2005)!and!in!the!chronic!constriction!model!of!NP!(Jiang!
et#al.,! 2008);! and!3)! the!effect!of! knocking!out! the!HCN2!subunit! from!Nav1.8+!
DRG!neurons!resulted!in!an!ablation!of!mechanical!hypersensitivity!in!the!chronic!
constriction!injury!of!NP!(Emery!et#al.,!2011)!and!the!spinal!nerve!ligation!model!
of! NP! (Schnorr! et# al.,! 2012).! These! results! suggest! that! the! conducting,! intact!
DRG! neurons! with! receptive! fields! intact! are! crucial! to! mechanical!









NP! (Jiang! et# al.,! 2008)! and! in! a!model! of! acute! pain! induced! by!mild! thermal!





However,! in! CIP! and! CNP,! neuronal[specific! genetic! knock[out! studies! have!
proved!inconclusive,!as!using!the!Nav1.8!HCN2!knock[out!mentioned!earlier,!one!














ZD7288! has! a! plasma! half[life! of! 1.9! ±! 0.1! h! (Chaplan! et# al.,! 2003)! and! binds!
irreversibly! (Shin! et# al.,! 2001)! to! the! S6! domain! of! HCN! channels! (Shin! et# al.,!





In! this! study,! ZD7288’s! physiological! location! of! action! implicates! peripheral!
terminals!of!DRG!neurons,!in!particular,!the!intact!DRG!neurons!that!still!possess!
receptive! fields.!However,! the!site!of!action!could!be!the! injured!DRG!neurons,!






In! addition,! ZD7288! is! believed! to! be! unable! to! cross! the! blood[brain! barrier!
(Chaplan!et#al.,!2003;!Lee!et#al.,!2005).!ZD7288!administered!to!the!spinal!cord!
through!an!intra[thecal!injection!had!no!effect!on!mechanical!hypersensitivity!in!
NP! due! to! SN! injury! (Chaplan! et# al.,! 2003;! Brown! et# al.,! 2004).! Finally,!
electrophysiological! studies! have! also! implicated! Ih! at! the! terminals! of! DRG!
neurons!and!not!central!neurons!in!the!CNS!(Takasu!et#al.,!2010).!These!findings!
all!indicate!ZD7288’s!analgesic!effects!are!at!a!localized,!peripheral!site!of!action:!









It! should! be! noted! that! the! possibility! that! the! analgesic! effects! of! ZD7288,!
observed! in! the! present! experiments,! were! mediated! by! inhibition! of! T[Type!
calcium!{Ca2+}!channels!can!not!be!excluded.!ZD7288,!at!the!same!concentration!
used!in!these!experiments,!100!µM,!reversibly!inhibited!~50%!of!low[threshold,!
T[type,! Ca2+! channels! (Felix! et# al.,! 2003).! These! Ca2+! channels! have! been!
implicated! in!nociception! (Altier!and!Zamponi,!2004;!Bourinet!et#al.,!2005)!and!
CP!states,!such!as!the!diabetic!model!of!peripheral!neuropathy!(Messinger!et#al.,!
2009)! and! the! SN! ligation! model! of! NP! (Dogrul! et# al.,! 2003).! However,! peri[
neuronal! administration! of! ZD7288,! at! 50! µM,! a! concentration! that! minimally!
affects!T[Type!Ca2+!channels,!has!been!shown!to!block!SA!from!DRG!neurons!in!
the! chronic! constriction! injury!model! of! NP! (Jiang! et# al.,! 2008).! As! SA! plays! a!
critical!role!in!CP!development!(Campbell!and!Meyer,!2006;!Djouhri!et#al.,!2006),!







The!majority! of! human! sufferers! of! CNP! complain! of! SP! (Backonja! and! Stacey,!
2004)!and!although!animals!are!unable! to!verbally! communicate! their! feelings,!
they! do! show! behaviours! of! evoked! pain! that! are! believed! to! represent! those!
reported!by!CP!patients! (Bennett!and!Xie,!1988;!Attal!et#al.,! 1990;!Yoon!et#al.,!
1996).!However,!the!extent!of!pain,!particularly!SP,!is!difficult!to!quantify!and!has!
resulted! in! the! attempt! to! use! several! behaviours! thought! to! represent! SP:!











Two! of! the! three! of! these! behavioural! tests! rely! on! evoked! withdrawal!
responses,!which!do!not! actually!measure!pain,! but!peripheral! hypersensitivity!
that! frequently!accompanies!pain! (Mogil,! 2009).!Methodologies! for!quantifying!
the!degree!of!pain!an!animal!is!experiencing!must!continue!to!improve!to!further!
enhance!the!ability!to!design!novel!analgesics.!Additionally,!although!transgenic!
technology! has! revolutionised! pain! research,! there! are! a! number! of!
interpretational! complexities! (Lariviere! et# al.,! 2001),! as! elegant! knock[out!
techniques! allow! the! study! of! individual! proteins! in! specific! populations! of!
neurons,! but! behavioural! data! are! more! difficult! to! obtain! as! the! majority! of!
nociceptive!behavioural!assays!were! initially!designed!for!the! larger!rat!(Wilson!
and! Mogil,! 2001).! Furthermore,! there! remains! a! debate! about! the! validity! of!
using! rodents! to! study! human! models! of! pain! (Blackburn[Munro,! 2004).!
However,!until!technology!improves,!rodent!models!are!the!best!available,!which!





Several! factors!may!account! for! the!discrepancies!between!various!behavioural!
test! studies:!1)! species!differences;!2)! types!of! injury,!particularly! in!CIP,!which!
relies! upon! various! chemical! compounds;! 3)! duration! of! injury;! 4)! route! of!





Behavioural! responses! are! the! culmination! of! two! main! phenomena:! 1)! the!
activation! of! highly! specific! DRG! neurons,! pre[dominantly! nociceptors;! and! 2)!
neuronal! pathways! in! the! CNS.! Focussing! on! DRG! neurons,! there! are! many!
different! sub[types! that! respond! to! highly! specific! stimuli.! In! addition! to! the!
mechanical!and!heat!hypersensitivity!observations,! Ih!has!been! found! to!play!a!
key! role! in! cold[responsive! small!DRG!neurons,!but!not! the! small!neurons! that!




or! not! critical! to! the! hyperexcitability! in! the! subset! of! DRG! neurons! that! are!
activated! by! noxious! heat,! this! remains! controversial,! primarily! because! of! the!
wide[ranging! role! of! polymodal! nociceptors! that! respond! to! multiple! types! of!






in! peripheral! DRG! neurons! in! mechanical! hypersensitivity,! and! possibly! SP,! in!
both!CIP!and!CNP.!Although,!it!is!not!clear!exactly!which!DRG!neurons,!injured!or!
un[injured,! are! responsible! for! hypersensitivity! during! CP.! Furthermore,! given!
that! the! Ih! current! is! mediated! by! four! HCN! channel! subunits,! HCN1[4,! these!
studies! are! not! able! to! determine! the! precise! subunits! that! are! involved,!
although!other!groups!have!implicated!HCN2!(Emery!et#al.,!2011).!Therefore,!to!



















































The! excitability! of! dorsal! root! ganglion! {DRG}! neurons! is! critical! for! relaying!
sensory! information! to! the! brain.! Voltage[gated! ion! channels,! such! as! the!
hyperpolarisation[activated!cyclic!nucleotide[gated!{HCN}!channels!that!mediate!
the! hyperpolarisation[activated! {Ih}# current,! play! a! vital! role! in! regulating!
neuronal! excitability.! The! Ih! current! has! been! implicated! in! DRG! neuronal!
hyperexcitability!associated!with!a!number!of!chronic!pain!{CP}!conditions!and!in!
the! generation! of! spontaneous! activity! {SA}! in! injured! DRG! neurons! in! the! L5!
spinal!nerve!{SN}!ligation!model!of!neuropathic!pain!{NP}.!However,!whether!the!
HCN!channels!contribute!to!the!excitability!and!SA!of!adjacent!L4!DRG!neurons,!





inflammation! causing! chromic! gut.! The! results! revealed! that! the!
hyperpolarisation! properties! of! actions! potentials! {AP}! from! L4! neurons! do!
change,! particularly! in! nociceptors,! possibly! implicating! the! HCN! channels.!We!
also!found!that!administration!of!the!Ih[specific!blocker,!ZD7288,!at!a!dose!of!10!
mg/Kg,! given! intra[venously! blocked! the! Ih! current,! although! this! had! no!
significant! effects! on! the! rate! of! SA! in! a! subpopulation! of! low[threshold!
mechanoreceptive!{LTM}!L4!DRG!neurons.!This!suggests!that!these!HCN!channels!






central! nervous! systems! {CNS}! for! processing.! Current! knowledge! of! neuronal!
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signalling! to! warn! of! noxious,! or! harmful,! stimuli! is! a! result! of! a! tremendous!
amount! of!work! throughout! history! (Perl,! 2007).! It! is!well! established! that! the!
body’s! periphery! is! innervated! by! a! variety! of! DRG! neurons,! which! convey!
somatosensory!information!as!APs!to!the!CNS.!DRG!neurons!are!one!of!two!main!
types:! 1)! non[nociceptive! neurons! that! respond! to! non[noxious! stimuli;! and! 2)!
nociceptive! neurons! that! respond! to! noxious! stimuli! (Lumpkin! and! Caterina,!
2007;! Gold! and! Gebhart,! 2010),! including! mechanical! (Delmas! et! al.,! 2011),!
thermal! (Dhaka! et! al.,! 2006),! and! chemical.! DRG! neurons! are! heterogenous! in!
their!conduction!velocities!{CV},!receptor!properties,!electrical!properties!and!AP!
firing! rates! (Lawson,! 2002;! Delmas! et# al.,! 2011),! and! somatic! AP! configuration!
(Fang! et# al.,! 2005).! Injury! or! insult! to! DRG! neurons! results! in! peripheral! NP!
(Jensen!et#al.,!2011).!!!
!
One! of! the! causes! of! chronic! pain! {CP}! is! transcriptional! channelopathies!
(Waxman,!2001),!or!changes!in!the!expression!of!ion!channel!subunits.!One!such!
ion!channel!family!is!the!HCN,!of!which!there!are!4!subunits!{HCN154}!that!form!
channels! consisting! of! either! homo[! or! hetero[tetramers! that! mediate! Ih.!
Changes! in! ion!channel!subunit!expression!have!dramatic!consequences!on!the!
generation! of! APs! from! DRG! neurons.! Each! ion! channel! subunit! contributes,!
sometimes!passively,!using!feedback!loops!to!determine!the!membrane!voltage,!
which! is! the! common! control! variable! of! feedback! loops! for! the! voltage! gated!
superfamily!of!ion!channels!(Lai!and!Jan,!2006;!Geffeney!and!Goodman,!2012).!!
!
In! states! of! CP,! APs! are! spontaneously! generated! and! this! aberrant! firing! is!
believed! to! drive! regeneration! in! the! injured! DRG! neurons! (Mandolesi! et! al.,!
2004;! Abe! and! Cavalli,! 2008;! Rishal! and! Fainzilber,! 2010).! However,! un[injured!
DRG!neurons,!whose!receptive!fields!are!still!intact,!also!show!SA!(Ali!et#al.,!1999;!
Djouhri! et# al.,! 2006)! and! appear! to! play! a! key! role! in! the! development! of! CP!
(Costigan! et# al.,! 2009).! The! aim! of! this! chapter! was! to! examine! the!









Electrophysiological! recordings! were! made! from! L4[L5! DRG! neurons! in! 30!
normal,!un[treated!rats!and!from!ipsilateral!L4!neurons!in!18!mSNA[treated!rats,!
7[days! {d}! post[operation.! In! both! control! and! mSNA! rats,! neurons! were!
classified! according! to! their! dorsal! root! CVs! as! C[,! Aδ[,! or! Aα/β[fibre! units.!
Thicker!myelination!produces!faster!CVs!and!correlates!to!a!larger!cell!body!and!












Aα/β[fibre! DRG! neurons! from! the! L4! of!mSNA! rats!were! the! increased! AP! fall!
time! and! the! decreased! after! hyperpolarisation! amplitude! {AHPA}! [Tab.! 4.1].!
Indeed,!the!medians!of!CV,!membrane!potential!{Em},!AP!Risetime,!AP!overshoot,!





































































































value! in! the! normal! cohort! and! orange! boxes! detailing! a! significantly! smaller!
value! in! the! mSNA! data! set.! Statistics! was! performed! using!Mann!Whitney! U!
tests:!*,!p!<!0.05.!!
!
The! Aα/β[fibre! DRG! neurons! can! be! separated! into! twelve! different! groups!
(Lawson!et!al.,!1997)!and!this!thesis!combined!a!few!of!those!groups!to!result!in!
eight! different! groups,! of! which! the! majority! fell! into! one! of! five! groups!
[Methods! Chapter].! One! of! these! are! the! high[threshold! mechanoreceptors!










Days! after! mSNA.! Examples! of! HTM! AP! traces! are! shown! for! normal! [A]! and!
mSNA![B].!The!median!AHP!Amplitude!in!mSNA!(n#=#11#neurons)!was!significantly!
















Days! after!mSNA.! Examples!of!G[Hair!AP! traces! are! shown! for!normal! [A]! and!
mSNA! [B].! There! were! no! significant! differences! between! normal! (n# =# 15#
neurons)!and!mSNA!(n#=#5#neurons)#for!Em![C],!AP!Amplitude![D],!AHPA![E]!and!
AHP100%! [F],! as! shown! by! the!medians! in! the! graphs.!Mann[Whitney! U! tests!
were!used!to!compare!normal!and!mSNA!values.!!
!
Another! type! of! Aα/β[fibre! LTM!DRG! neuron! is! the! rapidly! adapting! {RAdapt}!
and! sample!AP! traces! are! shown!below! for! normal! [Fig.! 4.4.A]! and!mSNA! [Fig.!
4.4.B]! treated! neurons.! Induction! of! the! mSNA! model! of! NP! resulted! in! no!







Days! after!mSNA.! Examples!of!G[Hair!AP! traces! are! shown! for!normal! [A]! and!
mSNA! [B].! There! were! no! significant! differences! between! normal! (n# =# 14#
neurons)!and!mSNA!(n#=#13#neurons)#for!Em![C],!AP!Amplitude![D],!AHPA![E]!and!





Aδ[fibres!are! thinly!myelinated!and! therefore!have!CVs,! ranging! from!0.8!–!6.5!







Figure! 4.4:! AP! Traces! from!Aδ5Fibres! from! L4! DRG!Neurons! 5! –! 9! Days! after!
mSNA.!AP!traces!are!shown!for!normal![A]!and!mSNA![B].!
!
Following! mSNA[treatment,! the! Aδ[fibre! DRG! neurons! showed! a! significant!


















































































































[Tab.4.3].! Trends!did! reveal! that! there!was! a! decrease! in!AHPA!and!AHP100%,!
which! contrasted! with! increases! in! both! risetime! and! falltime! [Tab.4.3].!








































































































resulted! in! robust! sag! [Fig.! 4.6.B]! and! Ih! [Fig.! 4.6.E]! recordings.! However,!
administration! of! ZD7288! blocked! both! sag! [Fig.! 4.6.C]! and! a! current! that! is!
primarily! attributable! to! Ih! [Fig.4.6.F].! Furthermore,!when!AP! parameters!were!
compared!for!values!before!and!after!ZD7288!administration,!Em![Fig.!4.6.G]!and!





Figure! 4.6:! Effects! of! ZD7288! on! Electrophysiological! Parameters! in! DRG!
Neurons.! Physiologically! identified!DRG!neurons!were! current! clamped!using! a!
protocol! [A]! to! elicit! a! depolarising! sag! [B],! which! was! blocked! with! ZD7288!
administration! (10!mg/Kg)! [C].!Also,!voltage!clamp![D]!produced!an! identifiable!


































on! the! experience! of! the! surgeon,! up! to! 50%! of! DRG! neurons! express! ATF3!




channels!with! the! specific!blocker,! ZD7288,!whether! these! channels! contribute!
to! the! electrophysiological! changes! in! DRG! neurons! associated! with! CP.! The!
results! show! that! changes! in! AP! parameters! were! highly! dependent! upon! the!
type! of!DRG!neuron,!with! the!most! prominent! difference! being! a! reduction! in!









1984),! particularly! during! states! of! CP.! One! hypothesis! is! that! Em! oscillations!
cause! the! increased!excitability!of!DRG!neurons! (Amir!et#al.,!1999),!particularly!
with!the!generation!of!SA!occurring!in!the!soma!(Djouhri!et#al.,!2012).!Across!all!
of! the! A[fibre! DRG! neurons,! there! was! no! significant! difference! between! Em,!




















mechanism! for! the! increased!excitability!of!nociceptors.!This!decrease! in!AHPA!
could! be! explained! by! Ih! being! activated! at! physiological! membrane! voltages,!
possibly!due!to!mediators!that!are!present!as!a!result!of!the!mSNA!model!of!NP,!
in! particular,! the! neuro[inflammation! around! the! conducting,! intact! L4! DRG.!
Other!models!of!NP!have!noticed!an! increase! in! Ih:!1)! Ih!amplitude! increased! in!
the! chronic! compression! of! DRG! model! (Yao! et# al.,! 2003);! and! 2)# Ih! density!
increased!in!the!SN!ligation!model!of!NP!in!injured!DRG!neurons!(Chaplan!et#al.,!
2003).! Furthermore,! increases! in! both! Ih! density! and! amplitude! have! been!


















growth,!due! to!experiments! in!mice! (Fields!et! al.,! 1990)! and! snails! (Cohan!and!
Kater,! 1986).! However,! recently,! SA! has! been! suggested! to! be! essential! for!










the!HCN!channels!have!been!widely! implicated! in! the!generation!of! SA! in!DRG!





In! addition,! there! are! many! inflammatory! mediators! and! cytokines! associated!
with! Wallerian! degeneration! of! the! L5! SN! (Gaudet! et# al.,! 2011).! One!
proinflammatory! cytokine,! tumour!necrosis! factor!α,! has!been! shown! to! cause!
increased! SA! in! C[fibre! DRG! neurons! (Schäfers! et# al.,! 2003).! Finally,! a!
neurotrophic! factor,! nerve! growth! factor,! has! also! been! implicated! in! SA! in! C[








of! LTM,! including! two! RAdapt,! one! SAdapt,! and! one! G[Hair.! These! findings!
suggest!that!the!HCN!channels!do!not!play!a!significant!role!in!the!generation!of!




penetrate,! stably! maintain,! and! electrophysiologically! record! from! smaller!
neurons.! Thus,! it! remains! to! be! determined! whether! or! not! HCN! channels!
contribute!to!SA!generation!in!L4!nociceptors!following!L5!SN!injury.!!!
There!is!partial!evidence!implicating!Ih!in!nociceptors!in!a!model!of!CIP,!as!results!
obtained! using! in# vivo! electrophysiology! showed! that! a! greater! %! of! C[fibre!
nociceptors!show!an!increased!Ih!current!(Weng!et!al.,!2012),!possibly!suggesting!
that! Ih! may! contribute! to! the! increased! SA! (Djouhri! et# al.,! 2006)! and!






Other! groups! have! observed! SA! from! these! large! DRG! neurons! following! CP,!
however,!the!physiological!purpose!is!not!entirely!clear.! !There!is!evidence!that!
A[fibre,! and! not! C[fibre,! activation! of! injured! DRG! neurons! drives! tactile,!
mechanical! hypersensitivity! (Liu!et# al.,! 2000a;! Song!et# al.,! 2012),! although! this!
precise! mechanism! is! controversial! (King! et# al.,! 2011).! However,! mechanical!
hypersensitivity!could!be!due!to!hyperexcitability!from!both!Aδ[!and!Aα/β[fibre!






1992)! and! an! early! and! prolonged! block! of! this! initial! electrical! activity! can!
prevent! the! development! of!NP! (Xie! et! al.,! 2005).! The! ability! of! DRG! neurons,!
particularly! nociceptors,! to! sensitise,! or! increase! their! excitability,! is! important!
during!states!of!CP!(Gold!and!Gebhart,!2010).!Many!C[fibres!discharge!at!rates!of!
1–10! impulses!per!second!because!of!either! inflammation!or!nerve! injury! (Puig!
and!Sorkin,!1995).!Furthermore,! low[frequency!electrical!stimulation!of!C[fibers!
can! lead! to!behavioural! signs!of!hypersensitivity! in!humans! (Klede!et!al.,!2003)!





DRG!neurons!provides!possibilities! for! the!existence!of!highly! specific!neuronal!
circuitry!that!is!reliant!upon!the!firing!rate!of!DRG!neurons.!!
!
With! peripheral! injury! or! insult,! DRG! neurons! become! hyperexcitable! and! this!
drives!changes!in!both!gene!expression!in!the!cell!body!and!modifications!in!the!
CNS.! This! hyperexcitability! also! aids! neuronal! regeneration,! which! sometimes!







vivo! imaging! to! govern! axonal! growth! in! the! thalamocortical! neurons! of! mice!
(Mire! et! al.,! 2012).! Furthermore,! there! is! evidence! that! SA! modulates! the!





Nerve! injury! initially!results! in!an! influx!of!sodium!{Na+}!and!calcium!{Ca2+}! ions!
into! the! neuron,! as! this! is! also! what! occurs! in! the! CNS! following! axotomy!
(Mandolesi!et!al.,!2004),!where!cAMP!controls!the!ability!of!axons!to!regenerate,!
although! this! decreases! with! age! (Cai! et! al.,! 2001).! This! initial! SA! allows! the!
initiation!of!chromatolytic!changes,!or!the!dissolution!of!Nissl!bodies,!such!as!the!
endoplasmic!reticulum,!in!the!cell!body!to!allow!the!break[down!of!the!neurons!
and! this! is! also! mediated! by! raised! intracellular! Ca2+! and! cAMP! (Allodi! et! al.,!






which! implies! that! Ih! expedites! the! return! of! DRG! neurons! to! their! resting! Em.!
Although! AHPA! showed! a! significant! decrease! in! the!mSNA[treated! Aα/β[fibre!
HTM!DRG!neurons,! in! neurons! that!were! administered! ZD7288,!AHPA!was!not!









2012).! Less! hyperpolarisation! alters! the! activation! properties! of! other! ion!
channels,! such! as! the! TRPA1! ion! channel! subunit,! which! is! subject! to!
hyperpolarisation[dependent! inactivation! (Nagata! et! al.,! 2005).! TRPA1! is!
expressed!in!small[!and!medium[sized!DRG!neurons!(Story!et!al.,!2003;!Nagata!et!





(Story! et! al.,! 2003).! Furthermore,! TRPA1! is! activated!by! cold! (Karashima!et! al.,!
2009;!del!Camino!et!al.,!2010),!chemical!(Jordt!et!al.,!2004;!Bautista!et!al.,!2006)!
and! specific!mechanical! (Kwan! et! al.,! 2009)! stimuli,! although! TRPA1! is! not! the!
sole! transducer! of! mechanical! sensitivity! (Vilceanu! and! Stucky,! 2010).!
Furthermore,! isotonic! solutions! activate! TRPA1,! partly! due! to! lowering! of! the!
membrane!potential,! to! increase! the!excitability! of!DRG!neurons! (Zhang!et! al.,!
2008).!TRPA1!antagonism!prevented!SA!induced!by!CFA!(Andrade!et!al.,!2012).!In!
NP! due! to! L5! SN! ligation,! the! intact! L4! showed! increased! TRPA1! expression!
(Obata!et!al.,!2005).!As!HCN!channel!subunits!and!TRPA1!are!expressed!in!similar!






addition! to!a! few! large!DRG!neurons,! is!Nav1.9! (Amaya!et#al.,!2000;!Fjell!et#al.,!
2000).! Almost! all! of! these! small! and! medium! Nav1.9+! DRG! neurons! are!
nociceptors,!some!of!which!are!thought!to!be!activated!by!chemical!stimuli!(Fang!
et#al.,!2002).!These!ion!channels!are!slowly!activated!at!hyperpolarised!potentials!
of! [70!mV!(Cummins!et#al.,!1999)!and!so!with! Ih!causing! less!hyperpolarisation,!




















especially! HCN2,! by! causing! the! activation! voltage! to! occur! at! +20!milli[volts!
{mV}! from! their! normal! range,!which! brings! them! into! physiologically[relevant!
ranges!(Pian!et!al.,!2006;!Zolles!et!al.,!2006).!A!change!in!concentration!of!PIP2,!
which! also! affects! other! ion! channel! subunits,! could! be! responsible! for! the!
increase!in!excitability!seen!in!states!of!CP!and!this!is!supported!by!evidence!that!
both! thermal!and!mechanical!hypersensitivity! can!be! reduced!by!prostatic!acid!






decrease! of! activity,! can! be! a! problem,! as! HCN! channels! experience! a! shift! in!
activation!voltage!of!up!to!a!rate!of![0.5!milli[volts!per!minute!(Wickenden!et!al.,!

















































































Immunofluorescence! was! used! to! examine! whether! protein! expression! of! the!




pain! {CNP},! surgically! caused! by! the!modified! spinal! nerve! axotomy! {mSNA}!
procedure.! Tissue! was! sectioned! onto! slides! and! paired! with! appropriate!
controls.! Immunofluorescence! was! performed! to! triple! stain! the! tissue! with!
antibodies! for! HCN1[3,! Isolectin! B4! {IB4},! and! 4',6[diamidino[2[phenylindole!
{DAPI}!to!examine!whether!the!inter[!and!intra[cellular!expression!profiles!of!the!
HCN! channel! subunits! changes! in! CP.! 7[days! {d}! after! the! induction! of!
inflammatory!pain! {IP}! and!neuropathic!pain! {NP},! in!both!models! there!was!a!
significant! increase! in! HCN2! in! both! the! normalised! intensity! in! small! neurons!
and!also!the!percentage!of!HCN2!positive!{+}!small,!<!30!micro[metres!{μm}!DRG!
neurons,! which! are! predominantly! nociceptors.! Interestingly,! this! increase!




any! diameter,! in! either! model.! These! changes! were! mirrored! in! other! tissues!
associated!with!DRG!neurons,!such!as!the!dorsal!horn!of!the!lumbar!enlargement!















ion! channels! genes,! and! therefore,! subunits! (Waxman,!2001).!Due! to! the! large!





Different! ion! channel! subunits! are! regulated! according! to! the! types! of!
physiological!stimuli!that!DRG!neurons!respond!to.!During!embryological!stages!
of!development,! all!DRG!neurons! rely!on!nerve!growth! factor! to! survive,! 7.5[d!
after! birth,! a! population! of! these! neurons! switch! to! rely! upon! glial! cell! line[
derived! neurotrophic! factor! for! survival! (Molliver! et# al.,! 1997;! Lallemend! and!
Ernfors,! 2012)! and! become! a! population! of! non[peptidgeric! nociceptors,!
primarily! marked! by! the! expression! of! IB4! binding! (Stucky! and! Lewin,! 1999).!
These! neurons! display! functional! differences! from! peptidergic! DRG! neurons,!
which! utilise! neuropeptides! such! as! substance! P! {SubP}! and! calcitonin! gene[
related!peptide! {CGRP},! and! still! rely! on! nerve! growth! factor! (Nagy! and! Hunt,!
1982;!Silverman!and!Kruger,!1990;!Molliver!et#al.,!1997).!Electrophysiologically,!
IB4+! neurons! typically! have! higher! AP! thresholds,! longer! AP! durations,! larger!
tetrodotoxin[resistant! currents! (Fang! et# al.,! 2006),! and! smaller! heat[sensitive!
currents! (Stucky! and! Lewin,! 1999).! Furthermore,! IB4+! and! IB4[! nociceptors!
express!different!transient!receptor!potential!{TRP}!ion!channel!subunits!in!their!
plasma! membranes! to! create! physiologically! distinct! types! of! neurons! that!
respond! to! different! stimuli! (Basbaum! et# al.,! 2009).! This! is! probably! partially!
responsible! for! the! different! neuro[anatomical! pathways,! as! IB4+! nociceptors!
typically! terminate! in! inner! lamina! II! of! the!dorsal! horn,!while! IB4[! nociceptors!





To! elucidate! the! HCN! channel! subunits’! neuro[anatomy,! this! chapter! explored!
the!relationship!of!HCN1[3!and!IB4,!especially!as!this!has!not!been!examined!at!
7[d! post[injury! in! these!models! of! CP.!Using! immunofluorescence,! followed!by!
densitometric! analysis,! this! was! aimed! at! examining! the! hypothesis! that! the!







In! control! tissue! from! un[treated! animals,! HCN1[3! showed! distinct! staining!
















Figure! 5.1:! HCN1! and! IB4! Expression! in! Naïve! L4/L5! DRG! Tissue.!
Photomicrographs!of!HCN1[IR! [A],! IB4[IR! [B]!and!the!two! images!overlayed![C].!
Following! normalisation,! densitometric! analysis! was! performed! to! show! the!
normalised!values!against!neuronal!diameter!(µm)!for!HCN1![D]!and!IB4![E]!(n#=#
1515#neurons),!with!the!dashed!lines!showing!95%!confidence!intervals.!Finally,!a!
graph! of! each! neuron’s! HCN1’s! normalised! intensity! was! plotted! against! IB4’s!










was! not! in! the! majority! of! large! DRG! neurons! and! was! in! a! different!
subpopulation! of! small! DRG! neurons,! where! it! was! much! brighter.! When!
examining! HCN2[IR! with! IB4[IR! [Fig.! 5.2.B,E],! co[localisation! revealed! two!








HCN2[IR! [A],! IB4[IR! [B]! and! the! two! images! overlayed! [C].! Following!
normalisation,! densitometric! analysis! was! performed! to! show! the! normalised!
values!against!diameter!(µm)!for!HCN2![D]!and!IB4![E]!(n#=#1662#neurons),!with!








HCN3[IR!was! found! intra[cellularly! in! all! sizes! of!DRG!neurons,! although! in! the!
large!neurons!ring!staining!was!present![Fig.!5.3.A,D].!When!cross[examining!the!








HCN3[IR! [A],! IB4[IR! [B]! and! the! two! images! overlayed! [C].! Following!
normalisation,! densitometric! analysis! was! performed! to! show! the! normalised!
values! against! neuronal! diameter! (µm)! for! HCN1! [D]! and! IB4! [E]! (n# =# 1670#
neurons),! with! the! dashed! lines! showing! 95%! confidence! intervals.! Finally,! a!
graph! of! each! neuron’s! HCN3! normalised! intensity! was! plotted! against! IB4!







7[d! after! CFA[induced! inflammation,! HCN1[IR! [Fig.! 5.4.D[F]! showed! a! staining!
profile!that!was!not!very!different!from!control!tissue![Fig.!5.4.A[F].!In!addition,!
the!HCN1[IB4!co[localisation!scatter!plot![Fig.!5.4.H]!did!not!change!from!control!
[Fig.! 5.1.F].! To! confirm!both! sets! of! tissue!had! the! same! treatment! conditions,!
DAPI,! a!DNA!marker,!was!used!as! a! control! [Fig.! 5.4.G].! In! small!DRG!neurons,!
putative!nociceptors,!CFA!did!not!increase!the!normalised!staining!intensity![Fig.!
5.4.I].! The! percentage! of! HCN1+! DRG! neurons! was! compared! across! 2.5! μm!







Figure!5.4:! Effects!of!CFA!After!75Days!on!HCN1!Expression! in! L4!and! L5!DRG!
Neurons.! Photomicrographs! of! DRG! tissue! from! control! [A[C]! and! CFA! [D[F],!
immunolabelled!with!HCN1![A,D],!IB4![B,E],!and!the!two!images!overlayed![C,F],!
showing!no!obvious!differences!in!HCN1[IR.!HCN1[IR!is!expressed!mainly!in!small,!
IB4+! DRG! neurons! and! the! membranes! of! large! DRG! neurons.! The! staining!




neurons)! [G].!Normalised!HCN1! is!plotted!against!normalised! IB4![H]!to!explore!













intensity!of! small!DRG!neurons!significantly! increased,!**,!p!<!0.01! [Fig.!5.5.H].!
These! small! neurons!were! separated! according! to! their! IB4! normalised! values,!
although!all!of!these!subpopulations!revealed!an!increase![Fig.!5.5.I].!Finally,!the!



















IB4[;! IB4!weakly! positive,! IB4w+;! IB4! positive,! IB4+! [I].! The!percentage!of!HCN2+!
small!and!medium!sized!DRG!neurons!were!compared!between!control!(n#=#1356#
neurons)!and!mSNA!(n#=#1188#neurons)!at!different!diameters![J].!Scale!bars![A[F]!





HCN3[IR! revealed!no! significant! changes! after! CFA! [Fig.! 5.6.D[F],!with! a! similar!
staining! profile! to! control! tissue! [Fig.! 5.6.A[C].! DAPI! did! not! differ! between!
treatment! groups! [Fig.! 5.6.G]! and! the! HCN3! normalised! intensity! was! plotted!
against! IB4! [Fig.! 5.5.H]! to! reveal! a! similar! staining! profile! to! control! tissue.!
Furthermore,!there!was!no!change!in!the!normalised!intensity!of!HCN3!in!small!








Neurons.! Photomicrographs! of! DRG! tissue! from! control! [A[C]! and! CFA! [D[F],!
immunolabelled!with!HCN3![A,D],!IB4![B,E],!and!the!two!images!overlayed![C,F],!
showing!no!obvious!differences! in!HCN3[IR.!HCN3[IR! is!expressed! in!all! sizes!of!
DRG!neuron.!The!staining!intensity!of!DAPI![G]! is!used!as!a!control,!showing!no!




explore! the! co[localisation! relationship.! Mean! normalised! HCN3! values! are!
plotted!for!control! (n#=#1017#neurons)!and!CFA!(n#=#876#neurons)!of!small!DRG!
neurons,! with! a! diameter! <! 30! μm! [I].! The! percentage! of! HCN3+! small! and!






The! lumbar! enlargement! of! the! spinal! cord,! where! the! lumbar! DRG! neurons!
terminate,! was! also! examined! for! HCN1[3! and! IB4! staining.! HCN1[IR! was! not!
pronounced!in!control!tissue![Fig.!5.7.A[C]!and!this!did!not!change!7[d!after!CFA!






Figure! 5.7:! The! Effects! of! 75Days! of! CFA! on! HCN1! and! HCN3! Spinal! Cord!












in! inner! laminae!II! [Fig.!5.8.A[C].!HCN2[IR!was!only!slightly!co[localised!with!IB4!
[Fig.! 5.8.G[I],! but! HCN2! was! almost! completely! co[localised! with! the!
neuropeptide,! CGRP! [Fig.! 5.8.J[L].! Furthermore,! following! 7[d! post[CFA,! there!






Neurons.! Photomicrographs! of! the! spinal! cord’s! lumbar! enlargement! from!
control! [A[C! &! G[L]! and! CFA! [D[F],! immunolabelled! for! HCN2! [A,! D,! G,! J],! IB4!
Chapter!5!–!Immunofluorescence!–!Pg.135!
!






which!bifurcate! from! the!DRG! to! innervate! the!periphery!and! terminate! in! the!




were! faint! [data! not! shown],! while! HCN2[IR! revealed! slight! staining! in! control!

















To! compare! tissue! in! the!mSNA!model! of! NP,!mSHAM! tissue!was! used,!which!
involved! performing! the! surgery! and! lifting! up! the! L5! and! L4! SN! without!
damaging!them.!Following!mSNA!surgery,!the!L4!DRG!was!stained![Fig.!5.10.D[F]!
and!both!HCN1[IR!and!IB4[IR!showed!a!similar!staining!profile!to!mSHAM!tissue!
[Fig.! 5.10.A[C].! This! matched! the! original! control,! with! HCN1[IR! showing! ring!
staining! in! the!membranes! of! most! large! neurons! and! cytoplasmic! staining! in!
small,!IB4+!neurons.!The!extent!of!co[localisation!between!normalised!HCN1!and!
IB4! revealed! minimal! changes! between! mSHAM! and! mSNA! [Figure! 5.10.H].!
Surprisingly,!DAPI!revealed!a!big!increase!in!mSNA![Fig.!5.10.G].!The!normalised!
intensities! in! small!DRG!neurons! indicated!a! significant! increase,!*! [Fig.! 5.10.I].!






Figure! 5.10:!HCN15IR! in! L4!DRG!Neurons! 75Days! after! Induction! of! the!mSNA!
Model! of! NP! Compared! to! mSHAM.! Photomicrographs! of! DRG! tissue! from!
mSHAM![A[C]!and!mSNA![D[F],! immunolabelled!with!HCN1![A,D],! IB4![B,E],!and!
the! two! images! overlayed! [C,F],! showing! no! obvious! differences! in! HCN1[IR.!
HCN1[IR! is!expressed!mainly! in!small,! IB4+!DRG!neurons!and!the!membranes!of!




the!mSHAM,! in!blue! (n#=#902#neurons)! [G].!Normalised!HCN1! is!plotted!against!
normalised!IB4![H]!to!explore!the!co[localisation.!Mean!normalised!HCN1!values!
of! small,! diameter! <! 30! μm,! DRG! neurons,! are! plotted! for! mSHAM! (n# =# 393#
neurons)!and!mSNA!(n#=#251#neurons),!showing!a!significant! increase,!*![I].!The!
percentage! of! HCN1+! small! and! medium! sized! DRG! neurons! were! compared!






In! the! mSHAM! tissue! [Fig.! 5.11.A[C],! HCN2[IR! and! IB4[IR! resembled! control!
tissue.!In!all!photomicrographs,!including!the!mSNA!tissue![Fig.!5.11.D[F],!HCN2[
IR!was!found!cytoplasmically!in!small,!IB4[!DRG!neurons!and!with!ring!staining!in!
a! subpopulation! of! large! DRG! neurons.! DAPI! revealed! no! difference! between!
mSNA! and!mSHAM! [Fig.! 5.11.G].!When! examining! the! small! DRG!neurons,! the!
normalised!intensity!showed!a!significant!increase,!*![Fig.!5.11.H].!Furthermore,!
all! populations! of! normalised! IB4! revealed! an! increase! in! the! percentage! of!










membranes! of! a! small! subpopulation! of! large! DRG! neurons.! The! staining!
intensity! of! DAPI! [G]! is! used! as! a! control,! showing! no! difference! in! staining!
between!mSHAM,! in! blue! (n# =# 1110# neurons),! and!mSNA,! in! orange! (n# =# 1043#
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neurons).! Mean! normalised! HCN2! values! are! plotted! for! mSHAM! (n# =# 518#
neurons)!and!mSNA!(n#=#419#neurons)!of!small!DRG!neurons,!with!a!diameter!<!
30! μm,! revealing! a! significant! increase,! *,! following! mSNA! [H].! These! small!
neurons!were!compared!after!being!broken!into!categories!according!to!their!IB4!
staining:! IB4!negative,! IB4[;! IB4!weakly!positive,! IB4w+;! IB4!positive,! IB4+! [I].!The!
percentage! of! HCN2+! small! and!medium! sized!mSHAM! (n# =# 814# neurons)! and!
mSNA!(n#=#752#neurons)!DRG!neurons!were!compared!at!different!diameters![H].!






inter[cellular! staining! profile! between! control! [Fig.! 5.3.A[C]! and!mSHAM! tissue!
[Fig.! 5.12.A[C]! and! this! did! not! change! following! the! induction! of! the! mSNA!
model! [Fig.! 5.12.D[F].! The! DAPI! stain! revealed! no! difference! between! the! two!
methodologies!for!each!treatment!group![Fig.!5.12.G].!The!plot!of!the!normalised!
intensity! of!HCN3!against! IB4! [Fig.! 5.12.H]! revealed!no!difference! from! control!
tissue.!Finally,!small!DRG!neurons!did!not!reveal!any!significant!differences![Fig.!






Figure! 5.12:!HCN35IR! in! L4!DRG!Neurons! 75Days! after! Induction! of! the!mSNA!
Model! of! NP! Compared! to! mSHAM.! Photomicrographs! of! DRG! tissue! from!
control![A[C]!and!CFA![D[F],!immunolabelled!with!HCN3![A,D],!IB4![B,E],!and!the!
two! images! overlayed! [C,F],! showing! no! obvious! differences! in! HCN3[IR.! The!





the! co[localisation! relationship.!Mean! normalised! HCN3! values! are! plotted! for!
mSHAM!(n#=#579#neurons)!and!mSNA!(n#=#449#neurons)!of! small!DRG!neurons,!
with!a!diameter!<!30!μm![I].!The!percentage!of!HCN3+!small!and!medium!sized!
mSHAM! (n# =# 836# neurons)! and! mSNA! (n# =# 714# neurons)! DRG! neurons! were!










percentage!of!HCN2+!DRG!neurons! in! rodent!models!of! CP,! both!CIP! and!CNP.!
HCN2,!and!not!HCN1!or!HCN3,!appears! to!experience!a!change! in! inter[cellular!










The! expression! of! HCN1[3! expression! in! various! neurons,! particularly! DRG!





















































































Table! 5.1:! A! Compilation! of! Previously! Reported! Studies! Looking! at! the!
Expression! of! HCN! Channel! Subunits! in! DRG! Neurons.! This! table! shows! a!
synopsis!of! studies! looking!at! the!expression! levels!of!HCN!channel! subunits! in!

















subpopulation! of! non[peptidergic! neurons,! predominantly! nociceptors! (Stucky!
and! Lewin,! 1999).! Furthermore,! IB4! is! found! in! different! subpopulations! of!
nociceptor,! including! a! population! of! potentially! heat! sensitive! TRPV1+! DRG!
neurons! (Obreja! et# al.,! 2008).! In! addition,! amongst! the! IB4+,! but! TRPV1[,! DRG!
neurons! there! is! a! class! that!express!G!protein[coupled! receptors!belonging! to!
the!Mrg!family,!with!members!such!as!MrgA,!which!are!localised!in!specific!sup[
populations!of!DRG!neurons!(Dong!et#al.,!2001).!Furthermore,!another!subtype,!
Mrgprd,! specifically! innervate! the! stratum! granulosum! layer! of! the! epidermis,!





















The! HCN2+! staining! in! peptidergic! neurons! in! the! outer! laminae! of! the! dorsal!
horn! in! the! spinal! cord’s! lumbar! enlargement! corroborates! previous! findings!
(Matsuyoshi!et#al.,!2006).!Our!study,!at!7[d!post[CFA,!supported!the!finding!that,!
at! 3[d! post[CFA,! HCN2! increases! in! peptidergic,! SubP+! (Papp! et# al.,! 2010)! and!
CGRP+!(Antal!et#al.,!2004),!but!IB4[!(Antal!et#al.,!2004),!neurons!located!in!lamina!
I[IIo!of!the!spinal!dorsal!horn.!The!observed!increased!in!a!peptidergic!population!















The! increase! in!HCN2!could!be!responsible! for!the!electrophysiological!changes!
that!occur!following!CIP!(Weng!et#al.,!2012):!1)!the!increase!in!%!of!neurons!with!
Ih! >! 200! pico[amps,! with! 15.1%! in! control! against! 50%! post[CFA;! and! 2)! the!
increase! in! Ih! current! amplitude! and! density! observed! in! C[fibre! nociceptors.!
These!electrophysiological!changes!in! Ih!may!correlate!to!the!increase!in!C[fibre!
DRG!neurons!that!show!SA,!with!25%!and!35%!of!conducting!c[fibre!units,!with!
their! receptive! fields! intact! displayed! SA! at! 4[d! post[CFA! and! 7[d! post[mSNA!
(Djouhri!et#al.,!2006).!!
!
Currently,! it! is! not! clear! which! somatosensory! types! of! these! conducting! DRG!
neurons! are! experiencing! this! change! in! the! HCN2,! as! there! is! evidence! that!
although! it! is! pre[dominantly!C[fibre!DRG!neurons! that! are! responsible! for! the!
barrage! of! activity! from! the! periphery,! many! different! types! of! DRG! neurons!
show! an! increase! in! SA! (Djouhri! et# al.,! 2006).! In! particular,! HCN2! has! been!
implicated!in!Nav1.8+!small!neurons!in!SA!caused!by!the!presence!of!forskolin,!an!







In! control! DRG! neurons,! these! results! matched! the! established! expression!
profiles! that! show! HCN1! has! been! reported! in! the! membranes! of! large! DRG!
neurons,!showing!ring!staining,!while!HCN3!has!been!reported!to!show!an!intra[
cellular! staining! profile! in! all! sizes! of! DRG! neurons! (Biel! et# al.,! 2009).! During!
states!of!CIP!and!CNP,!the!only!change!involved!a!significant!increase!in!HCN1!in!




To! examine! the! physiological! role! of! HCN1! in! somatosensation,! a! global! HCN1!
knock[out! only! revealed! a! phenotype! displaying! hypersensitivity! to! cold!
temperatures!following!a!partial!sciatic!nerve!ligation!model!of!NP!(Momin!et#al.,!





which! is! neuronal! specific! (Stieber! et# al.,! 2005),! did! not! show! any! changes! in!












The! 4! HCN! channel! subunits! form! tetramers! to! create! functional! ion! channels!
and! different! permutations! of! HCN! channel! subunits! may! occur! during! CP.!
Homo[tetramers! possess! profoundly! different! activation! kinetics! in! model! cell!
systems!(Ludwig!et#al.,!1998;!Santoro!et#al.,!1998;!Ishii!et#al.,!1999;!Ludwig!et#al.,!
1999;!Seifert!et#al.,!1999),!but! there! is!also!evidence!that!hetero[tetramers!are!
formed! in#vivo,!both! in!the!brains!of!mice!(Much!et#al.,!2003)!and! in!the!heart,!
where! it! is! essential! for! cardiac! pacing! (Xue! et# al.,! 2002;! Er! et# al.,! 2003).! One!
common!permutation! involves!HCN1/HCN2!subunits! (Brewster!et#al.,!2005)! for!









channels! (Levitan!and!Takimoto,!1998),!with!one!example!being! the!Kv7! family!
that! relies! heavily! on! Kv7.2! and! Kv7.3! (Hadley!et# al.,! 2003).! Interestingly,! using!
immunofluorescence!to!study!expression!in!HEK293!cells,!HCN2/3!did!not!appear!
to! form! functional! ion! channels,! which! was! indicated! by! reduced!
electrophysiological! current! recordings! (Much! et# al.,! 2003).! Although! this!






was! surprising! to! see! such! a! large! amount! of! protein! located! intra[cellularly,!
especially!in!small!neurons.!However,!this!is!not!the!first!family!of!ion!channels!to!
reveal!this!staining!pattern!in!DRG!neurons,!as!it!was!also!seen!in!the!Kv1!family!
of! ion! channels:! Kv1.1,! Kv1.2,! and! Kv1.4! (Rasband!et# al.,! 2001).! It! is!most! likely!
that!this!pattern!of!staining!is!a!result!of!recently!synthesized!HCN!proteins!that!
are!being!processed!through!both!the!rough!endoplasmic!reticulum!and!the!golgi!
apparatus! on! the! way! to! the! plasma! membrane! (Kouranova! et# al.,! 2008).!
Furthermore,! it! is! plausible! that! there! is! an! incredibly! rapid! re[location! of! this!
protein!to!the!plasma!membrane!based!upon!a!specific!stimulus,!as!this!has!been!
shown!with!the!protein!kinase!C[ε,!which!is!normally!located!intra[cellularly,!but!
upon! application! of! bradykinin,! localises! to! the! plasma! membrane! within! 5!
seconds!(Cesare!et#al.,!1999).!It!is!important!to!remember!that!IF!is!an!extremely!










important! modulator! of! cell[surface! expression! and! intra[neuronal! trafficking!
(Han! et# al.,! 2011;! Piskorowski! et# al.,! 2011).! Interacting! with! a! conserved!
tripeptide! sequence! in! the!C[terminal! of!HCN! channel! subunits! (Santoro!et# al.,!
2004)!and!also!with!the!cyclic!nucleotide!binding!domain!(Bankston!et#al.,!2012),!
these!interactions!affect!the!trafficking!of!vesicles!to!their!final!targets!(Zerial!and!
McBride,! 2001).! Furthermore,! the! presence! of! tetratricopeptide! repeat[
containing! Rab8b[interacting! protein! is! suggested! to! prevent! cyclic! nucleotides!
exerting!their!maximal!effect!on!HCN2!and!HCN4!(Lewis!et#al.,!2009;!Santoro!et#
al.,! 2009;! Zolles! et# al.,! 2009).! Another! important! process! for! intra[cellular!






Glial! cells!play!an! important! role! in!maintaining! the!nervous! system!and! in! the!
PNS,!a!specific!type!of!glial!cell,!Schwann!cells,!forms!myelin,!ensheathes!synaptic!
junctions! and! bundles! small! diameter! neurons! together! (Fields! and! Stevens[
Graham,! 2002).! This! is! interesting,! as! HCN1! and! HCN2! staining! on! large! DRG!
neurons!might!have!also!been!partly!due!to!IR!in!the!Schwann!cells!that!surround!
the! DRG! neurons.! However,! confocal! scanning! microscopy! showed! that! HCN1!
and!HCN2!did!not!co[localise!with!glial! fibrillary!acidic!protein,!a!marker!of!glial!
cells! (Cho! et# al.,! 2009a).! However,! there! is! increasing! evidence! that! glial! cells!
maintain! the! environment! around! neurons! of! both! the! PNS! and! the! CNS! and!
their! signalling! roles! include! regulating! ion! fluxes,! neurotransmitters,! cell!
adhesion! molecules,! and! specialised! signalling! molecules! (Fields! and! Stevens[




muscles,! causes! Ca2+! responses! in! a! specialised! type! of! terminal! Schwann! cell!
(Reist! and! Smith,! 1992;! Lev[Ram! and! Ellisman,! 1995)! and! this! could! be! done!
through! the! release! of! prostaglandins! (McMahon! et# al.,! 2005b).! This! same!

































































Chronic! pain! {CP}! is! a! difficult! disease! to! treat,! partly! because! the! underlying!
mechanisms!are!poorly!characterised.!In!cases!of!peripheral!injury,!the!increased!
excitability! of!dorsal! root! ganglion! {DRG}! neurons! is! believed! to! play! a! critical!
role! (Costigan!et#al.,! 2009).! The!underlying! ionic!and!molecular!mechanisms!of!
DRG! neuronal! hyperexcitability! are! variable! and! not! thoroughly! understood!
(Hehn! et# al.,! 2012).! Therefore,! there! is! a! pressing! need! to! understand! the!
pathophysiological! processes! so! that! alleviative! treatments! can! be! developed.!
The! main! aim! of! the! present! research! was! to! test! the! hypothesis! that! the!
hyperpolarisation[activated!cyclic!nucleotide[gated! {HCN}! ion! channel! subunits,!
of!which!there!are!four!{HCN154},!are!involved!in!the!pathophysiology!of!chronic!
inflammatory!pain!{CIP}!and!chronic!neuropathic!pain!{CNP}.!The!HCN!channels!
are! tonically! active!near! the! resting!membrane!potential! {Em}! and!mediate! the!
hyperpolarisation[activated!current!{Ih},!which,!if!increased,!could!be!responsible!
for! the! increased! number! of! action!potentials! {AP}.! Therefore,! changes! in! the!
expression! or! function! of! HCN1[4! may! render! DRG! neurons! more! excitable,!
which!is!observed!during!CP!states.!To!test!the!hypothesis,!two!rodent!models!of!
CP!were!subjected!to! three!different! techniques:!1)!behavioural!pharmacology;!






The! behavioural! tests! revealed! that! intra[plantar! administration! into! the!
ipsilateral! hindpaw! of! ZD7288,! a! selective! blocker! of! Ih,! significantly! reversed!
mechanical! hypersensitivity! and! alleviated! spontaneous! pain! {SP}! in! rodent!





ZD7288!was! believed! to! be! the! terminals! of! the! un[injured! DRG! neurons!with!





Recording! intra[cellularly! from! ipsilateral! L4! DRG! neurons!with! receptive! fields!
intact! in! the! mSNA! model! of! NP! showed! that! Aα/β[fibre! DRG! neurons,!
particularly! high[threshold! mechanoreceptor! {HTM}! nociceptors,! exhibited! a!
significant! decrease! in! the! after[hyperpolarisation! amplitude! {AHPA}.! This!
change!in!AHPA!could!explain!the!mSNA[induced!mechanical!hypersensitivity.!7[
days!{d}!post[mSNA!in!the!L4!DRG!neurons,!blocking! Ih! in!a!few!Aα/β[fibre! low[





In! CIP! this! increase! in!HCN2! is! also! seen! in! the! dorsal! horn!of! the! spinal! cord,!
most! likely! at! the! terminals! of! the!DRG!neurons,! implying! that! this! increase! in!
HCN2!is!along!all!parts!of!the!neuron.!HCN4!was!not!examined!due!to!problems!





not! change! in!models! of! CIP! or! CNP,! although! HCN1! increased! significantly! in!
sub[populations! of! DRG! neurons! following! CNP! and! this! significantly! increased!








Together,! these! results! suggest! that! HCN2,! in! specific! sub[populations! of!
conducting! DRG! neurons! with! their! receptive! fields! still! intact! may! contribute!











states! of! CP! (Chaplan! et# al.,! 2003;! Biel! et# al.,! 2009),! and! HCN2! could! be! the!
subunit! responsible! (Emery!et#al.,! 2011;!Weng!et#al.,! 2012).!Until! recently,! the!
cellular! mechanism! that! implicates! HCN2! in! both! CIP! and! CNP! has! not! been!
described,!although!both!seem!to!be!partly!driven!by!increased!prostaglandin!E2!






of! CP,! macrophage! activation! and! recruitment! occurs! at! both! sites! of!
inflammation!(Nathan,!2002)!and!nerve! injury!(Scholz!and!Woolf,!2007)!around!
the! affected! DRG! neurons! (Stoll! et# al.,! 1989).! Macrophages,! which! are! also!
present! in! human! conditions! of! neuropathy! (Said! and! Hontebeyrie[Joskowicz,!
1992),! serve! important! physiological! roles! to! aid! healing,! particularly! during!
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Wallerian! degeneration,! by! controlling! pathogens! and! digesting! cellular! debris!
(Perry!et#al.,!1987;!Watkins!and!Maier,!2002).!!
!
In! states! of! inflammatory! pain! {IP}! [Fig.! 6.1.B],! adjuvants,! such! as! complete!
freund’s! adjuvant! {CFA},! activate! the! toll[like! receptors! (Aderem! and! Ulevitch,!
2000;! Akira! et# al.,! 2001;! Billiau! and! Matthys,! 2001)! and! cause! monocytes,! of!
which!macrophages! are! a! specialised! type,! to! release! adenosine! tri[phosphate!
(Piccini!et#al.,!2008).! In#vivo!studies!revealed!that!adenosine!triphosphate!binds!
to! the! extra[cellular! domain! (Kawate! et# al.,! 2009)! of! P2X4! receptors! on!
macrophages! and,! via! a! cyclooxygenase[2! {COX52}! mediated! mechanism,!
releases!PGE2! (Ulmann!et#al.,!2010).! In! response!to!both!CFA!and!carrageenan,!
mice! deficient! in! P2X4! showed!no! development! of!mechanical! hypersensitivity,!
but!CFA!still!produced!heat!hypersensitivity!(Ulmann!et#al.,!2010).!Furthermore,!
the! second! phase! of! the! behavioural! responses! induced! by! formalin! was! not!
observed! in! the! P2X4! knock[outs! (Ulmann! et# al.,! 2010).! These! results! display!
strong! similarities! to! the!behavioural! data! showed! in! this! thesis! and! indicate! a!
common!cellular!pathway.!!
!
In! neuropathic! pain! {NP}! [Fig.! 6.1.C],! galectin[1,! which! is! expressed! in! both! a!
subset!of!DRG!neurons!(Regan!et#al.,!1986;!Hynes!et#al.,!1990;!Horie!et#al.,!1999)!
and! Schwann! cells! (Horie! et# al.,! 2004),! is! released! following! nerve! injury! and!
peaks! at! 3[days! {d}! post[axotomy! (Gaudet! et# al.,! 2009).! Galectin[1! activates!
macrophages! and!promotes! axonal! regeneration! (Horie!et# al.,! 1999)! through!a!
macrophage[exclusive!mechanism!(Horie!et#al.,!2004).!Around!the!injured!nerves!
in! these! recruited!macrophages,!whose!absence!delays!Wallerian!degeneration!
(Bisby! and! Chen,! 1990),! COX[2! is! dramatically! up[regulated! (Ma! and! Eisenach,!
2002).! This! macrophage! recruitment! is! facilitated! by! the! breakdown! of! the!
blood[nerve! barrier,! which! occurs! within! 48! hours! and! lasts! for! a! prolonged!
period! of! time:! beyond! 14! weeks! in! a! rodent! NP! model! involving! nerve!
transection!(Bouldin!et#al.,!1991).!Although!these!changes!are!driven!by!injured!
DRG!neurons,!adjacent!DRG!neurons,!whose!receptive!fields!are!intact,!become!
susceptible! to! these! inflammatory! mediators! that! are! released! to! aid! axonal!
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Figure! 6.1:! Common! Cellular! Responses! of! CIP! and! CNP.! [A]! This! schematic!
diagram!shows!the!normal!conditions!around!the!L5!and!L4!DRG!neurons,!with!
the!blood[nerve!barrier!still!intact.![B]!Following!inflammation,!macrophages!are!
recruited! through!activation!of! toll[like! receptors!and! the! release!of! adenosine!
triphopshate,! ATP,! that! acts! on! PGX4! receptors! on!macrophages! and! they! are!
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shown! by! the! thin! red! lines.! Through! COX[2,! arachadonic! acid! is! converted! to!
PGH2! and! then! through! PGES,! PGH2! is! converted! to! PGE2.! [C]! Following! nerve!
injury,!galectin[1!is!released!from!the!injured!nerve!and!recruited!due!to!neuro[































PGE2! is!a!potent!pro[inflammatory!mediator! that! functions! in!an!autocrine!and!
paracrine! fashion! (Hamberg! and! Samuelsson,! 1971)! with! a! self[sustaining!
feedback!loop,!which!could!explain!the!persistent!and!maladaptive!nature!of!CP!
(Díaz! Muñoz! et# al.,! 2012)! since! post[inflammation! levels! rise! several[fold! in!




COX[2!and!the!resulting!PGE2!released!around! injured!nerves!can! last! for!up!to!
18!months!after!nerve!injury!and!maintains!NP!(Ma!et#al.,!2010).!Blocking!PGE2!




(Sugimoto! and! Narumiya,! 2006).! Of! these! four! types,! EP2! and! EP4! result! in!
increases! in! intracellular! cyclic! adenosine! monophosphate! {cAMP}! (Sugimoto!
and! Narumiya,! 2006),! while! EP1! and! EP4! antagonists! raise! evoked[pain!
thresholds! (Ma! et# al.,! 2012).! Furthermore,! specifically! EP3C! or! EP3B,! and! not!





Figure!6.2:!Possible!Mechanism! for! the!Effect!of!Prostaglandin!E2!on!HCN2! in!
High! Threshold! Mechanoreceptors.! PGE2! acts! on! high! threshold!
mechanoreceptors! probably! via! an! HCN2[driven!mechanism.! PGE2! binds! to! EP!
receptors,! resulting! in! increased! activity! of! adenylate! cyclase! to! convert!
adenosine! triphosphate! to! cAMP.! cAMP! then! binds! to! the! cyclic! nucleotide!






neuronal! populations! using! different! cellular! pathways.! The! behavioural! test!
results! supports! the! role! of! different! sub[populations! of! nociceptors! being!





in! DRG! neurons! with! receptive! fields! intact! only! plays! a! minor! role! in! heat!
hypersensitivity.!Therefore,!PGE2!may!act! indirectly! through!a! specific! transient!




dependent! activation! of! protein! kinase! A! anchoring! to! TRPV1! due! to! the!




Finally,! PGE2! serves! important! physiological! functions! in! other! regions! of! the!
body!(Koeberle!and!Werz,!2009)!and!plays!a!role!in!helping!the!healing!of!various!








up[regulated! during! the! partial! sciatic! nerve! ligation! model! of! NP! (Ma! and!
Eisenach,!2003)!and!these!receptors!act!via!two!different!mechanisms!to!activate!
cAMP! from! adenosine! tri[phosphate! (Sugimoto! and! Narumiya,! 2006).! The! EP1!
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mediated!mechanism! is! thought! to! involve! a! currently! un[identified! G[protein!
that!relies!on!calcium!{Ca2+}!(Sugimoto!and!Narumiya,!2006),!while!EP4!activation!






As! a! result! of! the! activity! of! adenylate! cyclase,! intracellular! cAMP!within! DRG!
neurons! is! raised! and! this! could! be! the! end[mediator! of! PGE2[induced!
hypersensitivity! (Cui! and! Nicol,! 1995).! Treating! neurons! with! an! adenylate!
cyclase!inhibitor!abolished!prostaglandin!induced!increases!in!intracellular!cAMP!





The! chronic! compression! model! of! NP! reported! an! increase! in! cAMP,! and! a!
related! cyclic! nucleotide,! cyclic! guanosine!monophosphate! (Song! et# al.,! 2006).!
Furthermore,! this! hyperexcitability! in! DRG! neurons! following! chronic!
compression! is!maintained! by! the! presence! of! cAMP! and! cGMP! (Zheng! et# al.,!












HCN1! and! HCN3,! whose! activation! kinetics! are! shifted! slightly! positively! and!
negatively! respectively! (Kaupp!and!Seifert,!2001;!Wainger!et#al.,!2001),!making!
them! less! likely! candidates! to!be!affected!by! inflammatory!mediators! in! either!
type!of!CP.!!
!
Another! modulator! of! the! activity! of! HCN! channel! subunits! is!
phosphatidylinositol!4,5,[bisphosphate!{PIP2},!which!shifts!the!activation!voltage!
to! more! positive! voltages! with! HCN2! affected! by! 20! mV! (Zolles! et# al.,! 2006),!









increases! the! open! probability! of! the! Kv7.2[7.4! subunits! (Li! et! al.,! 2005).!
Additionally,!there!is!evidence!that!both!Cav!channels!(Hilgemann!and!Ball,!1996)!
and! the! TRP! family,! particularly! TRPV1! (Lukacs! et! al.,! 2007),! relies! on! an!
extremely! complex! relationship! with! PIP2,! as! TRPV1! is! sensitised! when! PIP2! is!
hydrolysed! and! therefore! depleted! from! the! plasma!membrane! (Prescott! and!
Julius,! 2003),! although! interestingly! this! same! reaction! causes! inactivation! of!
TRPM7! (Runnels! et! al.,! 2002).! ! Furthermore,! TRPM8! can! be! activated! solely!




Finally,! nitric! oxide,! which! results! in! increased! intracellular! cyclic! guanosine!
monophosphate,!contributes!to!CP,!particularly! in!spinal!nociceptive!processing!








oxide! has! a! complex! role,! as! high! levels! of! nitric! oxide! facilitate! cAMP[
dependent,! PGE2[induced! hypersensitivity,! while! low! levels! produce! a! cyclic!
guanosine[dependent!hypersensitivity!(Aley!et#al.,!1998).!In!addition,!nitric!oxide!
offers!a!neuroprotective!role!(Thippeswamy!et#al.,!2001).!Disruption!of!neuronal!
nitric! oxide! synthase! in! the! CNS! attenuates! both! mechanical! and! thermal!
hypersensitivity!in!a!CFA!model!of!IP!(Chu!et#al.,!2005).!Nitric!oxide!has!important!
physiological! roles! and! often! increases! concentrations! of! cyclic! guanosine!







The! current! HCN! antagonists! are! Ih[specific,! but! not! HCN[subunit! selective!
(Postea! and! Biel,! 2011).! One! of! the! problems!with! current! Ih! inhibitors! is! that!
patients! taking! zatebradine,!which! also! inhibits! Kv1.5! (Valenzuela!et# al.,! 1995),!
complain! of! visual! impairments! such! as! spots! of! light! and! increased! light!
sensitivity! (Frishman! et# al.,! 1995).! Ivabradine,! a! specific! blocker! of# Ih,! is! a!
bradycardic! agent! with! a! safer! profile! than! zatebradine! and! other! specific!
bradycardic! agents! (Thollon! et# al.,! 1994).! However,! patients! taking! ivabradine!
still! suffer! from! visual! disturbances! (Cervetto! et# al.,! 2007)! probably! due! to! Ih!









In! addition,! some! commonly! prescribed! compounds! that! partially! alleviate! CP!





There! is! ample! evidence! that! current! pharmacological! intervention! involves!
modifying! the! proposed! pathway! involving! macrophages,! COX[2! and! PGE2!
production,! which! further! implicates! the! role! of! Ih! in! pain! sensation.! Non[
steroidal!anti[inflammatory!drugs!act!on!COX[2!(Seibert!et#al.,!1994),!but!not!the!










Different! subtypes! of! opioid! receptors! are! important! for! hypersensitivity:! δ[
subclass! involved! in!mechanical! hypersensitivity! (McKenzie! and!Milligan,! 1990)!
and! the! µ[subclass! in! heat! hypersensitivity! (Scherrer! et# al.,! 2009).! Opioid!
receptor!antagonists!typically!inhibit!adenylate!cyclase!(Sharma!et#al.,!1977)!and!
subsequently! Ih! (Ingram!and!Williams,! 1994;! 1996).! Interestingly,! despite!being!
thought!to!have!a!CNS[mediated!effect,!topical!application!to!the!affected!area!
of!opioid! receptor! antagonists! results! in!decreased!excitability!of!DRG!neurons!
(Sawynok,! 2005)! and! reduced! mechanical! and! thermal! hypersensitivity! in! the!









general! (Cacheaux! et# al.,! 2005)! anaesthetics! inhibit! Ih! and! this! could! mediate!
their! analgesic! effect.! The! inhalational! anaesthetics!may! inhibit!HCN2! as!HCN1!
knock[out!mice!were! still! transiently! affected!by! isoflurane! (Chen!et#al.,! 2008).!





As! this! thesis! and! other! work! has! shown,! the! HCN2! subunit! appears! to! be!
specifically! up[regulated! in! states! of! CIP! (Weng! et# al.,! 2012)! and! CNP.!
Furthermore,!knocking!out!HCN2!in!a!specific!subset!of!Nav1.8+!DRG!neurons!has!
a!therapeutically!beneficial!impact!on!both!the!hyperexcitability!of!DRG!neurons!




However,! drug! specificity! needs! to! be! improved,! as! current! Ih[specific!
compounds! work! in! the! micro[molar! {μM},! but! not! nano[molar! {nM},! range!
(Postea!and!Biel,!2011).!Most!of!the!current!blockers,!including!ZD7288!(Shin!et#
al.,!2001;!Cheng!et#al.,!2007),!require!intra[cellular!access!to!exert!their!effects,!
but! extra[cellular! binding! is! preferable! and! should! be! aided! by! the!












The! decade! long! dearth! of! novel! drugs! (Scannell! et# al.,! 2012)! is! particularly!
concerning!for!patients!suffering!from!CP,!as!only!30%!of!NP!patients!respond!to!
current!pharmaceutical!treatment!(Finnerup!et#al.,!2010).!A!significant!portion!of!










This! problem! is! apparent! because! there! are! numerous! potential! targets,! as!







genes! that! assist! axonal! regeneration! (Mandolesi!et# al.,! 2004;!Abe! and!Cavalli,!
2008;!Rishal!and!Fainzilber,!2010).!However,! the!physiological! role!of!SA! in!un[
injured!DRG!neurons!with!their!receptive!fields!still!intact!is!unclear.!Determining!
exactly!where!a!novel!analgesic!needs! to!act! is!difficult,!nonetheless,!given! the!







and! the! immune! system! that! are! essential! for! healing! (Benn! and!Woolf,! 2004;!
Cafferty!et#al.,!2008;!Costigan!et#al.,!2009).!In!the!future,!the!best!analgesic,!with!
the!fewest!side!effects,!will!target!the!precise!mechanism!that!drives!CP!as!basal!






mechanisms! responsible! for! pain! sensation! (Basbaum! et# al.,! 2009)! and,! in!
particular,! the!changes!that!cause!CP! (Costigan!et#al.,!2009;!Hehn!et#al.,!2012).!
However,! this! has! largely! failed! to! translate! into! novel! analgesics! with! high!
profile! failures! of! recent! compounds! such! as! a! Substance!P! {SubP}! antagonist!
(Patel!and!Lindley,!2003;!Gold!and!Gebhart,!2010)!and!TRPV1!inhibitors!(Gavva!et#
al.,! 2008).! TRPV1,! which! despite! a! wide! variety! of! antagonists! in! clinical! trials!
(Szallasi!et#al.,!2007),! is!proving!a!problematic!target!(Patapoutian!et#al.,!2009),!





as! the! chronic! constriction! injury!model!where! they! show! attenuation! of! cold,!




Even! though! Nav! channel! blockers! have! been! shown! to! reduce! the! persistent!
pain! associated! with! CNP! (Gold,! 2008),! these! antagonists! have! encountered!
Chapter!6!–!Discussion!–!Pg.168!
!
problems! (Theile! and! Cummins,! 2011):! 1)! differences! in! activation! kinetics!
between!rodent!and!human!subunits!as!human!Nav1.8!is!less!active!at!the!resting!
membrane! potential! (Browne! et# al.,! 2009);! and! 2)! side! effects! that! preclude!
usefulness!(Campbell!and!Meyer,!2006).!
!








Scientific! experiments! to! test! hypotheses! always! require! compromise! and!
although! animal!models! of! CP! are! not! perfect! correlates! of! human! conditions,!
they! are! currently! the! best! alternative! (Mogil,! 2009).! Despite! successful!
‘backwards! validation’,! or! confirming! the! analgesic! effects! of! compounds! that!
alleviate! hypersensitivity! in! humans,! they! have! not! been! very! successful! in!
‘forwards!validation’,!or!predicting!compounds!that!will!show!efficacy!in!humans!
(Whiteside!et#al.,!2008).!This!could!be!due!to!a!number!of!reasons,!including!the!
extent!of!damage,!output!measures,!and!chronicity,!which! refers! to! the! longer!
length!of!suffering!in!humans,!which!is!∼!4[5!years,!compared!to!a!rodent!study,!
which! is!∼! 10!weeks! (Rice!et# al.,! 2008).! The! symptoms! shown! in! these! animal!
models! needs! to! correlate! with! what! is! seen! in! the! clinic! (Blackburn[Munro,!
2004;! Vierck! et# al.,! 2008)! and! pharmacokinetic! differences! also! ought! to! be!
considered!(Whiteside!et#al.,!2008).!!
!
One! of! the! reasons! why! the! underlying! mechanisms! of! CP! remain! poorly!
understood! is! probably! due! to! preclinical! and! clinical! studies! that! measure!
different!outputs.!Indeed,!clinical!studies!usually!assess!SP,!which!is!the!primary!




thermal!hypersensitivity! (Mogil,!2009).!An!un[successful!clinical! trial! should!not!






There! are! still! difficulties! with! classifying! the! many! different! types! of! DRG!







Many! researchers! use! in# vitro! studies! (Burkey! et# al.,! 2004)! to! record!
electrophysiological! parameters! of! DRG! neurons! after! inflammation! or! nerve!
injury,! however,! these! studies! require! dissociation! of! DRG! neurons,! which!
produce! axotomy[like! phenotypes! (Kerekes! et# al.,! 1997).! Identification! of! the!
receptive! properties! and! conduction! velocities! {CV}! of! various! types! of! DRG!
neurons! is! not! possible! in! the! majority! of! in# vitro# preparations.! One! such!
preparation!where!this!is!possible!is!the!isolated!skin[nerve!preparation!that!can!
physiologically! identify! 16! different! types! of! DRG! neuron! (Zimmermann! et# al.,!
2009).! To! further! complicate! the! issue,! in# vitro! studies! require! neurons! to! be!
grouped,!primarily,!by!their!cell!body!size!and!this!often!ignores!their!important!











neurons! (Bessou! and! Perl,! 1969;! Schäfers! and! Cain,! 2004).! Generally,! in# vivo!
studies!are!more!apt!to!physiologically!identify!and!categorise!the!different!types!
of!DRG!neurons! (Lawson!et#al.,! 1997).!Additionally,! in! these!preparations,!DRG!
neurons! are! in! their! natural! environment,! which! is! complex! and! changes!with!
time! during! CP! states! in! a! way! that! is! currently! incompletely! understood! and!







The! extra[cellular! environment! around! the! DRG! neurons! has! a! pivotal! role! in!
determining! which! factors! are! present! to! act! on! ion! channels! in! the! plasma!
membrane!and!subsequently,!affect!excitability.!Glial!cells,!which!are!responsible!
for! interacting! with! neurons! in! both! the! periphery! and! CNS! (Haydon,! 2001),!
consist! of! both! satellite! and! Schwann! cells! in! the! peripheral! nervous! system.!
During!states!of!CP!there!is!evidence!that!glial!cells!maintain!an!environment!that!




al.,! 2001).! Finally,! glial! cells! have! important! roles! in! Wallerian! degeneration!









Studying! pain! is! particularly! challenging! as! neuronal! connections! are! dynamic!
(Zucker! and! Regehr,! 2002)! especially! during! the! process! of! neuronal!
regeneration! (Woolf! and! Salter,! 2000),! which! requires! a! number! of! growth!
factors! including! neurotrophins! (Rishal! and! Fainzilber,! 2010).! The! presence! of!
neurotrophins! also! changes! neuronal! plasticity! (Thoenen,! 1995)! as! NGF! and!
BDNF! exert! their! effects! on! different! sub[populations! of! DRG! neurons,! both!
injured!and!un[injured.!While!this!is!beneficial!for!the!injured!DRG!neurons!that!
need!to!regenerate,! the!benefits! for! the!un[injured!DRG!neurons!are!harder! to!
discern.!!
!
Plasticity! in! the! dorsal! horn,! which! possess! a! wide! range! of! neurons! that! are!
responsible! for! both! excitatory! and! inhibitory! roles,! further! complicates! the!
already!complex!neuronal!circuitry!(Todd,!2010).!Although!experimental!design!is!







analgesic! is! closer! to!being!developed.!However,!during! states!of!CP,! there!are!
such!a!myriad!of!changes!that!there!may!be!a!multitude!of!potential!therapeutic!
interventions.!Despite! this,! it! appears! likely! that!highly[specific! targeting!of! ion!
channel! subunits,! such! as! the! HCN2! channel! subunit,! that! result! in!
hyperexcitability! of! intact! DRG! neurons! that! are! normally! quiescent! in! the!
absence! of! stimuli,! may! result! in! achieving! successful! analgesia! for! clinical!
patients!suffering!from!CP.!!
!
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Appendix!1!!
Approved$Schedule$1$Methods$
 
Animals#(Scientific#Procedures)#Act#1986#(c.#14)#
SCHEDULE#1#–#APPROPRIATE#METHODS#OF#HUMANE#KILLING#Document#Generated:#2012L04L22#!
Changes$to$legislation:$There#are#outstanding#changes#not#yet#made#by#the#legislation.gov.uk#editorial#team#to#Animals#
(Scientific#Procedures)#Act#1986.#Any#changes#that#have#already#been#made#by#the#team#appear#in#the#content#and#are#
referenced#with#annotations.#(See#end#of#Document#for#details)#!
!
!
Method# Animals#for#which#appropriate#
Animals#other#than#foetal,#larval#and#
embryonic#forms! !
1.Overdose!of!an!anaesthetic!using!a!route!
and!an!anaesthetic!agent!appropriate!for!the!
size!and!species!of!animal.!
All!animals.!
2.!Exposure!to!carbon!dioxide!gas!in!a!rising!
concentration.! Rodents,!rabbits!and!birds!up!to!1.5kg!
3.!Dislocation!of!the!neck.! Rodents!up!to!500g!Rabbits!up!to!1kg!Birds!up!to!3kg!
4.!Concussion!of!the!brain!by!striking!the!
cranium!
Rodents!and!rabbits!up!to!1kg!
Birds!up!to!250g!
Amphibians!and!reptiles!up!to!1kg!
(with!destruction!of!the!brain!before!
the!return!of!consciousness)!
Fishes!(with!destruction!of!the!brain!
before!the!return!of!consciousness)!
5.!One!of!the!recognised!methods!of!
slaughter!set!out!below!which!is!appropriate!
to!the!animal!and!is!performed!by!a!
registeredd!veterinary!surgeon,!or,!in!the!case!
of!the!methods!described!in!paragraph!(ii)!
below,!performed!by!the!holder!of!a!current!
licence!granted!under!the!Welfare!of!Animals!
(Slaughter!or!Killing)!Regulations!1995!
i)!Destruction!of!the!brain!by!free!bullet,!or,!
ii)!captive!bolt,!percussion!or!electrical!
stunning!followed!by!destruction!of!the!brain!
or!exsanguination!before!return!to!
consciousness!
Ungulates!
!
Method!
Animals#for#
which#
appropriate!
For#foetal,#larval#and#embryonic#forms! !
1.!Overdose!of!an!anaesthetic!using!a!route!and!anaesthetic!agent!
appropriate!for!the!size,!stage!of!development!and!species!of!
animal.!
All!animals.!
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2.!Refrigeration,!or!disruption!of!membranes,!or!maceration!in!
apparatus!approved!under!appropriate!slaughter!legislation,!or!
exposure!to!carbon!dioxide!in!near!100%!concentration!until!they!
are!dead.!
Birds!Reptiles!
3.!Cooling!of!foetuses!followed!by!immersion!in!cold!tissue!fixative! Mice,!Rats!and!Rabbits!
4.!Decapitation! Mammals!and!birds!up!to!50g!
!
!
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Appendix!2!!
Immunofluorescent$Study$of$DRG$Neurons$in$Control$and$CFA$
1. Remove!the!slides!from!the!freezer!(~![20°C).!
2. Insert!the!slides!into!a!slide!rack!that!fits!into!a!200!ml!slide!bath.!
3. Then!submerge!the!slide!rack!in!200!ml!of!0.01!M!PBS!and!wash!for!10[25!
minutes.!This#step#is#to#remove#unbound#fixative#and#excess#Optimal#Cutting#
Temperature#(OCT)#compound.!
a. Phosphate!Buffered!Saline!(3!L!of!0.01!M):!
i. 3.45!g!of!Dibasic!Sodium!Phosphate!(Na2HPO4;!FW!142).!
ii. 0.76!g!of!Monobasic!Sodium!Phosphate!(NaH2PO4*H2O;!FW!138).!
iii. 27.00!g!of!Sodium!Chloride!(NaCl;!FW!58.44).!
iv. 0.6!g!of!Potassium!Chloride!(KCl;!FW!74.55).!!!!
4. Repeat!Step!3,!3!times.!
5. If!the!tissue!was!cut!10!μm!thick,!submerge!all!of!the!slides!in!Triton!solution!
for!20!minutes.!This#step#is#to#gently#perforate#the#tissue#by#slightly#
dissolving#the#membrane#to#allow#easier#access#for#the#antibodies.!!
a. Triton!Solution!(200!ml!of!0.25%!in!0.01!M!PBS):!
i. 0.5!ml!Triton!X[100!(C14H22O(C2H4O)!n!(n!=!9[10);!X100;!Sigma[Aldrich,!
U.K.).!
ii. 199.5!ml!of!0.01!M!PBS.!
6. Wash!all!of!the!slides!2!times!for!10[20!minutes!each,!using!fresh!0.01!M!PBS!
each!time.!
7. Dry!the!back!side!of!each!slide!using!tissues!and!dry!the!front!of!the!slide,!if!
possible,!making!sure!not!to!remove!any!of!the!tissue,!but!don’t!spend!so!
long!that!the!tissue!dries!out.!!
8. Use!a!hydrophobic!barrier!pen!(H[4000;!Vector!Laboratories,!CA)!and!draw!a!
complete!line!around!the!outside!of!the!slide,!encompassing!all!of!the!tissue.#
This#step#is#to#prevent#the#solution#(typically#the#antibody)#from#dripping#off#
of#the#slides#and#stay#on#top#of#the#tissue.#!
9. Individually!apply!the!blocking!solution!to!each!slide!and!leave!for!20!
minutes.!This#step#is#to#prevent#nonLspecific#binding#of#either#your#primary#or#
secondary#antibody,#by#blocking#the#nonLspecific#binding#sites#of#your#
antibodies.!!
a. Blocking!solution!(5%!natural!donkey!serum!in!0.01!M!PBS):!
i. 0.5!ml!Donkey!Serum!(AS[228/100;!Labtech!International,!U.K.)!!!
ii. 9.5!ml!of!0.01!M!PBS.!
10. Wash!2!times!for!10[20!minutes!each,!using!fresh!PBS!each!time.!
11. Dilute!the!primary!antibody!for!antigen!1!(HCN1[3)!using!a!non[triton!
diluting!solution:!
a. Non[Triton!Diluting!Solution:!
i. 0.01!M!PBS.!!
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ii. 0.25%!Sodium!Azide!(71290;!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!
iii. 2.5%!natural!donkey!serum!(see!above!from!Labtech!International).!
b. HCN!Antibodies!(Alomone!Laboratories,!Israel):!
i. HCN1![1:1000]!(APC[056).!
ii. HCN2![1:200]!(APC[030).!
iii. HCN3![1:1000]!(APC[057).!
12. Prepare!the!humidifier!by!soaking!the!tissue!at!the!bottom!with!distilled!
water.!This#will#help#prevent#the#tissue#from#drying#out.##!
13. After!the!majority!(but!not!all)!of!the!PBS!solution!has!dried!from!the!slides,!
pipette!100[200!µl!of!primary!antibody!for!antigen!1!onto!the!tissue!and!
ensure!that!it!stays!within!the!barriers!created!by!the!hydrophobic!pen.!!
14. Carefully!place!the!slide!in!the!humidifier,!making!sure!it!sits!level!so!the!
antibody!won’t!slide!off.!!
15. Then,!place!the!humidifier!in!the!fridge!(4°C),!cover!with!a!piece!of!blue!roll!
and!leave!overnight.!This#step#is#to#protect#and#prevent#the#tissue#from#
drying#out.#!
16. The!following!day,!wash!4!times!for!10[25!minutes!each,!using!fresh!PBS!
each!time.!This#step#is#to#wash#off#any#excess#antibody.#!
17. Apply!100!µl!of!secondary!antibody!to!each!slide!and!place!each!slide!in!the!
humidifier,!in!the!fridge!(4°C)!for!1[2!hours.!
a. Secondary!for!A1:!Anti[rabbit!Dylight!594![1:250]!(711[515[152;!Stratech!
Scientific!Ltd.,!U.K.).!!!
18. After!1[2!hours,!wash!4!times!for!10[25!minutes!each,!using!fresh!PBS!each!
time.!
19. If!double!staining,!repeat!steps!11[18!for!Antigen!2!(A2).!
a. Primary!for!A2:!IB4![1:1000]!(L2140;!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!
b. Secondary!for!A2:!Streptavidin!DTAF![1:400]!(016[010[084;!Stratech!
Scientific!Ltd.,!U.K.).!!!
20. If!applying!DAPI![1:5000]!(D9542,!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.),!then!apply!100[200!µl!
onto!the!slide.!
21. Wash!4!times!for!10[25!minutes!each,!using!fresh!PBS!each!time.!
22. Wash!once!in!distilled!water!for!20!minutes.!This#step#is#to#wash#the#salts#
(PBS)#off#of#the#tissue.#!
23. Allow!the!slides!to!almost!completely!air!dry.!
24. Then,!apply!one!drop!of!Vectashield!Mounting!Medium!(H[1000;!Vector!
Laboratories,!California)!to!the!middle!of!the!slide.!This#medium#enhances#
and#preserves#the#fluorescent#dyes.!
25. Use!forceps!to!gently!lower!a!cover[slip!onto!the!top!of!the!tissue!to!avoid!
creating!air[bubbles!and!then!view!under!the!microscope.!!
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Appendix!3!
Immunofluorescent$Study$of$Lumbar$Enlargement$of$Spinal$Cord$in$Control$and$CFA$
1. The!tissue,!cut!to!40!μm,!should!be!in!test!tubes!filled!with!0.01!M!PBS.#This#
step#is#to#remove#unbound#fixative#and#excess#Optimal#Cutting#Temperature#
(OCT)#compound.!
a. Phosphate!Buffered!Saline!(3!L!of!0.01!M):!
i. 3.45!g!of!Dibasic!Sodium!Phosphate!(Na2HPO4;!FW!142).!
ii. 0.76!g!of!Monobasic!Sodium!Phosphate!(NaH2PO4*H2O;!FW!138).!
iii. 27.00!g!of!Sodium!Chloride!(NaCl;!FW!58.44).!
iv. 60!g!of!Potassium!Chloride!(KCl;!FW!74.55).!!!!
2. Repeat!Step!1,!3!times.!
3. Wash!with!50%!Ethanol!in!distilled!water!for!10!minutes.!This#aids#
penetration#of#the#antibody.!!
4. Apply!the!blocking!solution!to!each!tube!and!leave!for!20!minutes.!This#step#
is#to#prevent#nonLspecific#binding#of#either#your#primary#or#secondary#
antibody,#by#blocking#the#nonLspecific#binding#sites#of#your#antibodies.!!
a. Blocking!solution!(5%!natural!donkey!serum!in!0.01!M!PBS):!
i. 0.5!ml!Donkey!Serum!(AS[228/100;!Labtech!International,!U.K.)!!!
ii. 9.5!ml!of!0.01!M!PBS.!
5. Dilute!the!primary!antibody!for!antigen!1!(HCN1[3)!using!a!triton!diluting!
solution:!
a. Triton!Diluting!Solution:!
i. 0.01!M!PBS.!!
ii. 0.25%!Sodium!Azide!(71290;!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!
iii. 2.5%!natural!donkey!serum!(see!above!from!Labtech!International).!
iv. 0.5%!Triton!X[100!solution!(C14H22O(C2H4O)!n!(n!=!9[10);!X100,!Sigma[
Aldrich,!U.K.).!
b. HCN!Antibodies!(Alomone!Laboratories,!Israel):!
i. HCN1![1:1000]!(APC[056).!
ii. HCN2![1:200]!(APC[030).!
iii. HCN3![1:1000]!(APC[057).!
6. Pipette!100!µl!of!primary!antibody!for!antigen!1!into!the!test!tubes.!!
7. Place!the!test!tube!holder!in!the!fridge!(4°C),!cover!with!a!piece!of!blue!roll!
and!leave!overnight.!This#step#is#to#protect#the#tissue.#!
8. The!following!day,!wash!3!times!for!10[25!minutes!each,!using!fresh!PBS!
each!time.!This#step#is#to#wash#off#any#excess#antibody.#!
9. Apply!100!µl!of!secondary!antibody!to!each!test!tube!and!place!in!the!test!
tube!holder,!before!covering!this!with!blue!roll!and!placing!in!the!fridge!(4°C)!
for!1[2!hours.!
a. Secondary!for!A1:!Anti[rabbit!Dylight!594![1:250]!(711[515[152;!Stratech!
Scientific!Ltd.,!U.K.)!!!
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10. After!1[2!hours,!wash!3!times!for!10[25!minutes!each,!using!fresh!PBS!each!
time.!
11. If!double!staining,!repeat!steps!5[10!for!Antigen!2!(A2).!
a. Primary!for!A2:!!
i. IB4![1:1000]!(L2140;!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!
ii. CGRP![1:500]!(BML[CA1137;!Biomol!International,!U.S.A.).!!
b. Secondary!for!A2:!!
i. Streptavidin!DTAF![1:400]!(016[010[084;!Stratech!Scientific!Ltd.,!
U.K.).!
ii. Anti[sheep!FITC![1:500]!(713[095[147;!Jackson!Immunoresearch,!
U.S.A.).!!!
12. Wash!once!in!distilled!water!for!20!minutes.!This#step#is#to#wash#the#salts#
(PBS)#off#of#the#tissue.#!
13. Then,!pour!a!single!test!tube!into!a!petri!dish!and!using!fine!brushes,!
carefully!place!the!tissue!on!labelled!slides.!!!
14. Once!all!the!tissue!has!been!placed!on!the!slide,!apply!one!drop!of!
Vectashield!Mounting!Medium!(H[1000;!Vector!Laboratories,!California)!to!
the!middle!of!the!slide.!This#medium#enhances#and#preserves#the#fluorescent#
dyes.!
15. Using!forceps,!gently!lower!a!cover[slip!onto!the!top!of!the!tissue!to!avoid!
creating!air[bubbles!and!then!view!under!the!microscope.!!
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Appendix!4!
Immunofluorescent$Study$of$DRG$neurons$after$mSHAM$and$mSNA$
$
1. Make!up!a!stock!Phosphate!Buffered!Saline!(PBS)!solution!(1!L!of!x10!PBS):!
a. 2.0128!g!of!Potassium!Chloride!(KCl;!FW!74.55)!
b. 2.0415!g!of!Monopotassium!Phosphate!(KH2PO4;!FW!136.086)!
c. 80.0628!g!of!Sodium!Chloride!(NaCl;!FW!58.44)!
d. 11.3568!g!of!Disodium!Hydrogen!Phosphate!(Na2HPO4;!FW!141.96)!!!
2. Remove!the!slides!from!the!freezer!(~![20°C).!
3. Dry!the!back!side!of!each!slide!using!tissues!and!dry!the!front!of!the!slide,!if!
possible,!making!sure!not!to!remove!any!of!the!tissue,!but!don’t!spend!so!
long!that!the!tissue!dries!out.!!
4. Use!a!hydrophobic!barrier!pen!(H[4000;!Vector!Laboratories,!CA)!and!draw!a!
complete!line!around!the!outside!of!the!slide,!encompassing!all!of!the!tissue.#
This#step#is#to#prevent#the#solution#(typically#the#antibody)#from#dripping#off#
of#the#slides#and#stay#on#top#of#the#tissue.#!
5. Add!about!3!ml!of!permeabilising!solution!to!each!slide,!ensuring!that!the!
hydrophobic!barrier!pen!is!not!breached.!!
a. Permeabilising!solution!(100!ml,!pH!=!7.4):!
i. 10!ml!of!x10!PBS!
ii. 0.1!ml!of!Triton!X[11!(C14H22O(C2H4O)!n!(n!=!9[10);!X100;!Sigma[
Aldrich,!U.K.).!
6. Leave!for!10!minutes.!
7. Rinse!each!slide!with!3!ml!of!x1!PBS,!3!times,!for!5!minutes!each.!!
a. PBS!x1!(100!ml,!pH!7.2):!
i. 10!ml!of!x10!PBS.!
ii. 90!ml!of!distilled!water.!!
8. Incubate!the!slides!with!200!μl!of!antibody!diluting!solution!for!30!mins.!
a. Antibody!Diluting!Solution!(10!ml,!pH!=!7.2):!
i. 9.8!ml!of!x10!PBS.!
ii. 0.2!ml!of!Goat!Serum!(total!of!2%)!(G9023;!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!!
iii. 0.1!g!Bovine!Serum!Album!(total!of!1%)!(A2153;!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!
iv. 5!μl!Triton!X[100!(total!of!0.05%)!(C14H22O(C2H4O)!n!(n!=!9[10);!X100;!
Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!
9. While!this!30!minute!period!is!passing,!dilute!the!antibodies!in!antibody!
diluting!solution.!
10. Then,!remove!the!antibody!diluting!solution,!but!do!not!rinse.!
11. Apply!100[150!μl!of!primary!antibody!pipette!for!antigen!1!(A1)!onto!each!
slide!and!ensure!that!the!antibody!solution!stays!within!the!barriers!created!
by!the!hydrophobic!pen.!!
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12. Carefully!place!the!slide!in!the!humidifier,!making!sure!it!sits!level!so!the!
antibody!won’t!slide!off.!!
13. Then,!place!the!humidifier!in!the!fridge!(4°C),!cover!with!a!piece!of!blue!roll!
and!leave!overnight.!This#step#is#to#protect#and#prevent#the#tissue#from#
drying#out.#!
14. The!following!day,!wash!three!times,!for!ten!minutes!each,!with!antibody!
wash!solution:!
a. Antibody!Wash!Solution!(250!ml,!pH!=!7.2)!
i. 25!ml!of!x10!PBS.!
ii. 0.125!ml!of!Triton!X[100.!
15. Dilute!the!secondary!antibody!to!A1!in!antibody!diluting!solution.!
16. Apply!100[150!μl!of!secondary!antibody!pipette!for!antigen!1!(A1)!onto!each!
slide.!
a. Secondary!for!A1:!Anti[rabbit!AF!594![1:500]!(A[11037;!Molecular!
Probes,!U.K.)!!
17. Again,!ensure!that!the!antibody!solution!stays!within!the!barriers!created!by!
the!hydrophobic!pen.!!
18. Carefully!place!the!slide!in!the!humidifier,!making!sure!it!sits!level!so!the!
antibody!won’t!slide!off.!!
19. Cover!with!a!piece!of!blue!roll!and!leave,!at!room!temperature!(~!23°C)!for!1[
2!hours.#!
20. Wash!three!times,!for!10!minutes!each,!with!antibody!wash!solution.!While!
waiting!for!the!10!minutes!to!pass,!keep!foil!on!top!of!the!slides.!This#
protects#the#secondary#antibody#from#photobleaching.#The#slides#need#to#be#
kept#protected,#for#as#much#of#the#time#as#possible,#from#now#until#they#are#
photographed#under#the#microscope.##!!!
21. If!double!staining,!repeat!steps!10[20!for!Antigen!2!(A2).!
a. Primary!for!A2:!IB4![1:1000]!(L2140;!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.).!
b. Secondary!for!A2:!Streptavidin!DTAF![1:400]!(016[010[084;!Stratech!
Scientific!Ltd.,!U.K.).!!!
22. If!applying!DAPI![1:5000]!(D9542,!Sigma[Aldrich,!U.K.),!then!apply!100[200!µl!
onto!the!slide.!
23. Repeat!step!20.!!
24. Put!the!slides!into!a!slider!holder!and!dip!into!200!ml!of!distilled!water.!
25. Repeat!step!24.!
26. Allow!the!slides!to!almost!completely!air!dry.!
27. Then,!apply!one!drop!of!Vectashield!Mounting!Medium!(H[1000;!Vector!
Laboratories,!California)!to!the!middle!of!the!slide.!This#medium#enhances#
and#preserves#the#fluorescent#dyes.!
28. Use!forceps!to!gently!lower!a!cover[slip!onto!the!top!of!the!tissue!to!avoid!
creating!air[bubbles!and!then!view!under!the!microscope.!!
